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Rebecca Falkingham
Secretary | Department of Justice and Community Safety
October 2021

Justice and Community Safety ministers and portfolios
As at 30 June 2021, the department supported five ministers across eight portfolios.
Jaclyn Symes MP
Attorney-General
Jaclyn Symes MP was appointed Attorney-General in December 2020. The Attorney-General is
the State’s first law officer.

The Hon. Danny Pearson MP
Acting Minister for Police and Emergency Services
The Hon. Danny Pearson MP was appointed Acting Minister for Police and Emergency Services
in February 2021. The Minister has broad responsibilities for policing and supporting the State’s
emergency service sector to reduce the likelihood, effect and consequences of emergencies.

The Hon. Natalie Hutchins MP
Minister for Crime Prevention
Minister for Corrections
Minister for Youth Justice
Minister for Victim Support
The Hon. Natalie Hutchins MP has been the Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections,
Minister for Youth Justice, and Minister for Victim Support since June 2020. The Minister for
Crime Prevention is responsible for enhancing community safety through crime prevention
activities. The Minister for Corrections is responsible for the effective management of adult
prisoners and offenders, and provision of opportunities for rehabilitation and reparation. The
Minister for Youth Justice is responsible for the effective diversion, rehabilitation or supervision
of young people through the provision of youth justice services promoting rehabilitation. The
Minister for Victim Support is responsible for providing support to victims of crime.
The Hon. Melissa Horne MP
Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation
The Hon. Melissa Horne MP was appointed Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor
Regulation in June 2020. The Minister is responsible for the administration of consumer
protection legislation, which seeks to ensure that Victorian businesses and consumers are
informed, and for the regulation and licensing of the gambling and liquor industries.

Ingrid Stitt MP
Minister for Workplace Safety
Ingrid Stitt MP was appointed Minister for Workplace Safety in September 2020. The Minister for
Workplace Safety is responsible for the administration of occupational health and safety and
workers’ compensation legislation, which seeks to ensure that Victorian workplaces are safe
and that injured workers are supported to recover and return to work.
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Secretary’s Foreword
Welcome to the Department of Justice and Community
Safety’s Annual Report for 2020–21. Despite ongoing
challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic,
the department continued to deliver on its vision for
a justice and community safety system that works
together to build a safer, fairer and stronger Victoria.
The professionalism, resilience and responsiveness
of our staff and volunteers continued in 2020–21
and enabled the department to implement several
significant legislative reforms and adapt to new ways
of working to better serve our community.
In December 2020, COVID-19 Quarantine Victoria (CQV)
was formed, following the transition of the Victorian
Government’s COVID-19 accommodation program
from the Department of Health and Human Services.
Since its establishment, CQV has had 38,690 people
stay in hotel quarantine.
Measures were put in place to protect the health and
wellbeing of prisoners and staff and reduce the risk
of COVID-19 in Victoria’s correctional facilities, and
protect the health and wellbeing of prisoners. A total
of 2,406 adult prisoners were tested and isolated for
displaying COVID-19 symptoms or related risks during
2020–21. All newly admitted prisoners were tested for
COVID-19 on arrival and on day 11. During 2020–21,
Corrections Victoria (CV) managed 24 Victorian
prisoners who tested positive for COVID-19, without any
known prisoner-to-prisoner transmission.
The State Control Centre (SCC) continued its work as
Victoria’s primary control centre for the management
of emergencies, including bushfires, floods, storms,
and emergency coordination of COVID-19. The SCC
is also the hub of a network of regional and incident
control centres across the state. To support operating
24/7 and provide continuous service to the Emergency
Management Commissioner and the broader
emergency management sector, the SCC added 48
dedicated personnel to existing shift worker teams.
Fines Victoria provided additional support to Victorians
during the pandemic by suspending or delaying
payments and extending payment arrangements. Fines
Victoria also implemented changes to make it easier for
victim survivors of family violence to access the Family
Violence Scheme during the pandemic.
The new Victims of Crime Financial Assistance Scheme
is a major systems reform that will replace the current
judicial model administered by the Victims of Crime
Assistance Tribunal. Features of the scheme include
providing victim survivors with prompter decision
making, a simpler, streamlined application process,
and more assistance to reduce trauma.
Changes to adoption services provide stronger
oversight of vulnerable children, better mechanisms
of ensuring that all people who want to adopt are
treated fairly, and greater transparency of the quality
of services funded by government.
The department also implemented several key pieces of
legislative reform across the state, including emergency
rental measures to protect Victorian tenants, landlords
and the rental market from the worst impacts of the
pandemic. The measures, administrated by Consumer

Affairs Victoria (CAV), included temporary law changes
to reduce the financial burden for those adversely
impacted by the pandemic and ensured the most
vulnerable Victorians would not be left homeless.
Once the temporary emergency rental protections
ceased, CAV administered the introduction of more
than 130 reforms to Victoria’s rental laws that expanded
the rights and responsibilities of Victorian renters and
landlords to create a fairer and safer rental system.
In November 2020, reforms were made to the Judicial
Proceedings Reports Act 1958, making it easier for victim
survivors of sexual offences to tell their stories if they
wish. Importantly, the law continues to protect the privacy
of victim survivors who do not wish to be identified.
The Change or Suppression (Conversion) Practices
Prohibition Act 2021 was passed by the Victorian
Parliament in February 2021 and fulfils a government
commitment to denounce and prohibit change or
suppression practises and introduce new criminal
offences relating to these practices. The law
recognises that no Victorian should be subjected to
harmful practices that seek to change or suppress
their sexual orientation or gender identity, which can
cause life-long harm and trauma.
The Summary Offences Amendment (Decriminalisation
of Public Drunkenness) Act 2021 was also passed in
February 2021 to decriminalise public drunkenness and
provide people who are drunk in public with health
support and help. The laws are consistent with the
recommendations of the Deputy State Coroner from the
Inquest into the death of Tanya Day and of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. This is
a testament to decades of work and activism by the
Aboriginal community.
Passed in March 2021, the Spent Convictions Act 2021
will remove the unfair barriers faced by Victorians
who previously committed an offence but have since
demonstrated their ability to rehabilitate. This supports
reintegration and rehabilitation, helping support cohorts
who are disproportionately represented in the criminal
justice system and face discrimination due to criminal
records for minor offences, including Aboriginal people.
As part of the Communities in Custody model, which is
the least restrictive environment for young people in
custody, a 32-bed unit at the Malmsbury Youth Justice
Precinct opened in mid–2020. The model is designed
to respond to the risks and needs of young people
classified as low security with a focus on mentoring and
coaching rather than close supervision and control.
The new Crime Prevention Strategy was released
on 21 June 2021. A key initiative under the strategy
is the Building Safer Communities, which sets out a
clear, long-term approach for how government will
work with Victorian communities, businesses, and key
organisations to intervene early and prevent crime.
Lastly, I want to acknowledge the department’s staff,
agencies, community organisations and volunteers for
their hard work and commitment during what has been a
challenging year for many of us. I want to thank everyone
for their contribution to serving the Victorian community
and making our many achievements in 2020–21 possible.
Report of Operations | Annual Report 20–21
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About us
The department’s vision is for a justice and community safety system that works
together to build a safer, fairer and stronger Victoria.
The department leads the delivery of justice and
community safety services in Victoria by providing
policy and organisational management. Its extensive
service delivery responsibilities range from managing
the State’s prison system, to providing consumer
protection and enforcing court warrants.
The department manages the development and
implementation of a range of laws, regulations and
Departmental structure as at 30 June 2021
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policy in areas across the portfolio (such as in gaming
and emergency management), and ensures that all
elements of the justice and community safety system
are working efficiently and effectively.
Through partnerships with independent integrity
agencies, the department supports best practice and
the promotion of the highest levels of accountability and
transparency in the public sector and local government.

Our groups as at 30 June 2021
Aboriginal Justice
The Aboriginal Justice group drives systemic change
in the justice system, to connect, support and deliver
better outcomes for the Aboriginal community. The
group works in partnership with Traditional Owners
and the Victorian Aboriginal community to embed the
principles of self-determination in the justice sector.
The group plays a significant role in the implementation
of the Burra Lotjpa Dunguludja: Aboriginal Justice
Agreement Phase 4 (AJA4), leads justice policy and
legislative reform pertaining to Aboriginal Victorians
and leads Victoria’s response for Native Title.
Consumer Affairs, Liquor, Gaming and Dispute Services
The Consumer Affairs, Gaming, Liquor and Dispute
Services group brings together the consumer
protection, regulation and dispute resolution functions
of the department. The group supports businesses and
the broader Victorian community through regulation of
consumer affairs and residential tenancies, provision
of dispute resolution services to the community and
policy advice on liquor and gambling, consumer
protection and other legislation.
Corporate Governance and Support
The Corporate Governance and Support group
supports the whole of the department to deliver
positive outcomes for the community through
responsive, reliable, and efficient corporate services.
Our focus is on providing services that add value and
are adaptable to business needs, while maintaining
high standards and compliance.
Corrections and Justice Services
The Corrections and Justice Services group is
responsible for the delivery of custodial and community
correctional services, health services to persons in
custody, and other justice services for the department
including community Youth Justice (YJ) services.
It includes CV, Justice Health and Justice Services
business units and plays an integral role in developing
safer and more resilient communities and in delivering
a trusted justice and community safety system.
Emergency Management Victoria
Emergency Management Victoria (EMV) supports
the Emergency Management Commissioner, who has
overall responsibility for coordination before, during
and after major emergencies including management
of consequences of an emergency. EMV is an integral
part of the emergency management sector and shares
responsibility with a range of agencies, organisations
and departments for ensuring the system of
emergency management in Victoria is sustainable,
effective and community focussed.
Fines, Registration and Crime Prevention
The Fines, Registration and Crime Prevention group
enhances community safety and well-being through
public policy, governance, operations, and legislative
advice and reform. The group provides registry,
adoption and worker screening services, community
crime prevention advice and programs, and
management of the end-to-end infringements system
and enforcement activities.

Justice Infrastructure / Community Safety
Building Authority
The Community Safety Building Authority has been
established to design, procure, build and upgrade
the infrastructure needed to keep communities
safe. The Authority provides the end-to-end project
management and delivery of Victoria’s new prisons,
youth justice centres, court and custody facilities,
emergency services facilities and public safety
features. As well as delivering new infrastructure, the
Authority also modernises, expands and upgrades
existing facilities.
Justice Policy and Data Reform
Justice Policy and Data Reform supports the AttorneyGeneral and the department’s ministers to deliver
criminal and civil law policy responsibilities. The group
prioritise our relationships with key entities across the
justice system and the department to ensure policy
reform is strategic, relevant, holistic and people-centred.
Legal and Integrity
The Legal and Integrity group provides legal, policy,
integrity and assurance expertise to the department
and its ministers, and supports the Post Sentence
Authority, the Inspector-General for Emergency
Management, and the Victorian Legal Admissions
Board. The group also works closely with a number of
independent legal, assurance and integrity entities,
contributing to the broader Victorian legal and integrity
landscape. These include the Victorian Government
Solicitor’s Office, the Solicitor-General, Crown Counsel,
the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Commission and the Victorian Ombudsman.
People and Workplace Services
People and Workplace Services leads the department’s
strategic people and accommodation functions to
ensure our people have the right skills and capabilities,
culture, and safe working environment to achieve its
priorities as set out in the Statement of Direction. People
and Workplace Services is responsible for recruitment
and payroll services, employee and workplace
relations, health, safety and wellbeing, learning and
development, diversity and inclusion, organisational
transformation and design and accommodation and
asset management.
Police, Community Safety and Communications
Police, Community Safety and Communications
enhances community safety through public policy
reform, governance improvements, targeted programs,
and restorative activities. The group supports the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
deliver on their portfolio responsibilities, including
Victoria Police governance, powers and regulatory
policy. The group delivers road safety enforcement
policy and manages a robust evidence-based road
safety camera program to provide safer roads for
all Victorians. It is also delivering the Restorative
Engagement and Redress Scheme supporting Victoria
Police employees who have experienced workplace
sex discrimination or sexual harassment. The Strategic
Communication Branch provides a professional inhouse communication service for the department.
It provides communication advice to departmental
executives, regional offices and ministerial offices.
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Service Delivery Reform, Coordination and
Workplace Safety
The Service Delivery Reform, Coordination
and Workplace Safety group is responsible for
coordinating the justice and social services systems
to ensure they work effectively together and account
for the specific needs of the community. This includes
driving reforms in family violence, mental health,
the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
and workplace safety. The group is also responsible
for victims services and reform, and a whole of
department strategic approach to stakeholder
partnerships and the delivery of our inclusion and
intersectionality agenda.
Youth Justice
Youth Justice is responsible for the statutory
supervision of children and young people in contact
with the justice system in Victoria. Children and young
people who are involved in Youth Justice are either
supervised in the community, or within Youth Justice
custodial facilities. Youth Justice works with these
children and young people to address the underlying
causes of their offending behaviour and help them to
achieve positive change in their lives. Youth Justice
also funds community service organisations to deliver
supports with a strong focus on diversion and the
rehabilitation of young people to reduce further
offending and enhance community safety.

Our Statement of Direction
The department strives to achieve safer and more
resilient communities, a trusted justice and community
safety system with easy access to justice and safety
systems and services, and a fair and accessible justice
system for Aboriginal people.
The department’s Statement of Direction 2019–23
reflects these outcomes and guides its delivery of
government and ministerial priorities. The statement
sets the direction of the department and enables
us to meaningfully evaluate how we are making a
difference by mapping out our vision, outcomes,
priorities and actions.
The department provides policy and organisational
management to deliver its vision of a safer, fairer and
stronger Victoria by:
•
•
•
•

integrating services and tailoring them for local
communities
prioritising Victorians in need
focusing on victims and survivors
strengthening stakeholder partnerships.

Focusing on the following supporting priorities
enables the department to realise its policy and
delivery priorities, and to ensure it is in the best
position to achieve its overall outcomes for the
Victorian community. The department aims to foster
a positive and productive environment where our
people thrive in their roles, and where the systems
and capabilities are in place to make it easier to

collaborate across the department and beyond. We
seek to achieve this by:
•
•
•
•

ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
delivering evidence-based outcomes
investing in technology and digital solutions
driving productivity.

The Statement of Direction helps us to embed a focus
on outcomes in our work so that we can assess the
impact of our services for the Victorian community.
While the department continues to report on
output performance (what is delivered) in line with
government requirements, work has also commenced
to monitor progress towards the outcomes set out
in the statement. This approach to measuring and
assessing impact provides insights to inform future
decisions, allowing us to review and refine programs,
ensuring that they remain fit for purpose and
responsive to policy and service delivery contexts.

Corporate Governance
Under the Public Administration Act 2004, the
Secretary is responsible for the general conduct and
effective, efficient and economical management of the
department. Several standing executive committees
ensure good corporate governance, with a focus on
improving organisational performance.
The Board of Management is the peak body in the
department’s corporate governance structure,
advising the Secretary on the management
and administration of the department to ensure
compliance with government directives, guidelines and
legislation. It is responsible for integrating governance
functions across the department and working
collaboratively with portfolio agencies.

Board of Management at 30 June 2021
Rebecca Falkingham, Secretary
Prior to becoming Secretary, Rebecca was Deputy
Secretary, Social Policy and Service Delivery Reform
at the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC).
Her achievements in that role have included leading
the establishment of Family Safety Victoria, the
commencement of the Treaty process with Aboriginal
Victorians, and the ongoing transition of the NDIS.
Samuel Porter, Deputy Secretary, Justice Policy and
Data Reform
Sam has held a range of senior executive legal and
policy roles in the Victorian Government. He joined the
department in 2018 as Executive Director, Criminal Law
and was Deputy Secretary and Chief Counsel, Legal
and Integrity before assuming his current role. Prior
to this, Sam worked at the Department of Treasury
and Finance (DTF) where he was General Counsel,
and DPC, where he led a program of public sector
integrity reforms. Before joining the public service,
Sam practised as a lawyer at King & Wood Mallesons,
Melbourne and Linklaters, London.
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Ryan Phillips, Deputy Secretary, Corrections and
Justice Services
Ryan has been the Deputy Secretary for Corrections
and Justice Services since 2019. He previously led the
department’s Criminal Law Policy and Operations
group as Deputy Secretary from 2017. Prior to his
appointment in the department, he was employed in
a range of senior executive positions in the Victorian
Public Service (VPS), including as Executive Director,
Social Policy, and General Counsel at DPC. Ryan has
held a diverse range of policy, social justice and legal
roles across the government, Aboriginal community
and private sectors in Melbourne, Broome and Sydney.
Larissa Strong, Acting Commissioner,
Corrections Victoria
Larissa has been the acting Commissioner of
Corrections Victoria since June 2020. In her
substantive role as Deputy Commissioner of
Community Operations and Offender Services,
Larissa has responsibility for CV’s rehabilitation and
reintegration programs and services and Victoria’s
post-sentence scheme for serious sex and violent
offenders. Prior to joining CV in 2016, Larissa led
Justice Health. Larissa brings a wealth of experience
in service development and implementation across
complex human services.
Peta McCammon, Deputy Secretary, Service Delivery
Reform, Coordination and Workplace Safety
Peta has built a successful career over the last
18 years working in the VPS in the Department of
Justice and Community Safety, the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS), DTF and DPC.
Peta is committed to social policy reform and prior
to her appointment as Deputy Secretary she held
executive positions supporting the rollout of the NDIS
and the implementation of the 227 Royal Commission
recommendations into Family Violence.
Brigid Sunderland, Deputy Secretary, Youth Justice
Brigid joined the department in June 2017 as the
Executive Director of Youth Justice Policy, Strategy
and Business Services, working as part of a team
to reform Victoria’s Youth Justice System. Prior to
joining the department, she held senior positions in
both the public and private sector including DPC, the
Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department and
practised as a lawyer in several private firms. Notable
achievements have been in leading the statewide
roll out of the Family Violence Support and Safety
Hubs and establishing the Board of Inquiry into the
Hazelwood Mine Fire.
Dannii de Kretser, Acting Deputy Secretary, Youth Justice
Dannii is the Acting Deputy Secretary, Youth Justice1.
She has held a number of senior executive positions
in DHHS, the Department of Education and Training
(DET) and DPC spanning policy, program design and
operational roles. Dannii has led numerous social
policy reforms in social housing and homelessness,
family violence, women’s policy, disability services, early
childhood education, and child and family services.

1
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Jodi Henderson, Commissioner, Youth Justice
Jodi has worked in the public sector for over twenty
years including in DET, DHHS and the Department
of Justice and Community Safety. Prior to being
appointed the Commissioner for Youth Justice, she
held various senior executive roles in the Justice
sector including Justice Regional Director and
Executive Director, North Area and Loddon Mallee
Region, Chief Executive Officer at Malmsbury Youth
Justice Precinct and Assistant Director, Youth Justice
Custodial Services. As the Commissioner of Youth
Justice, Jodi is committed to re-establishing the
Victorian Youth Justice system as a world leader
in best practice, rehabilitation and improving
community safety outcomes.
Jana Stewart, Acting Deputy Secretary,
Aboriginal Justice
Jana Stewart is a proud Mutthi Mutthi and Wamba
Wamba woman. Her career has been spent
advocating for social and justice reform across all
government systems to achieve better outcomes
for Aboriginal people in Victoria. Jana started out
at DPC as a facilitator supporting Traditional Owner
groups negotiating boundaries and resolving internal
group disputes. Since then, Jana has advised the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Minister for
Child Protection. She joined the Aboriginal Justice
group at its inception as the Executive Director, and
is pleased to now have the opportunity to lead this
group to make the Victorian Aboriginal community
stronger, and achieve a justice system that is current,
fair and equitable.
Corinne Cadilhac, Deputy Secretary, Justice
Infrastructure and CEO, Community Safety
Building Authority
Corinne is a senior executive with a degree in civil
engineering and executive MBA from Melbourne
Business School. She has extensive experience in
public administration and governance, as well as the
development, procurement and delivery of major
infrastructure projects across multiple sectors. Before
joining the department, her most recent position was
leading Infrastructure, Planning and Major Projects
at DPC. She has also worked at the Department of
Infrastructure and DTF, as well as in the private sector
as a consultant with Sinclair Knight Merz.
John Batho, Deputy Secretary, Consumer Affairs,
Liquor, Gaming and Dispute Services
John Batho commenced as the Deputy Secretary,
Consumer Affairs, Liquor, Gaming and Dispute Services
in February 2021. Prior to joining the department, John
was Acting Deputy Secretary Fairer Victoria in DPC.
John was with DPC for 10 years, and in that time held
positions including Executive Director, Multicultural
Affairs and Equality and several management roles
in Governance, Intergovernmental Relations, and
Industrial Relations.

The role of Deputy Secretary, Youth Justice is being shared between Brigid Sunderland and Dannii de Kretser.
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Marian Chapman, Deputy Secretary, Legal and Integrity
Marian Chapman is the new Deputy Secretary for
Legal and Integrity, with a long history of working
in the public service in both Australia and the UK.
Before joining the department, Marian most recently
worked in DTF where she held executive roles as
General Counsel, Executive Director for Corporate
Delivery Services and Executive Director, Commercial
Transactions. Marian has a commitment to continuous
improvement and a vision for an integrated and
collaborative future for the department, government
legal services and the public service.
Craig Howard, Deputy Secretary, Fines, Registration
and Crime Prevention
Craig Howard is the Deputy Secretary for Fines,
Registration and Crime Prevention. Craig brings a
wealth of experience in transformation and strategy,
operations and emergency management, and many
years with Victoria Police. Craig was formerly the
Executive Director for Transformation and Strategy at
Ambulance Victoria, and prior to that he was Assistant
Commissioner at CV.
Bill Kyriakopoulos, Deputy Secretary, Police,
Community Safety and Communications
Bill Kyriakopoulos is the Deputy Secretary, Police,
Community Safety and Communications. He has
worked in a range of roles across the public sector
at both the state and federal level, and in the private
sector, including DTF and National Australia Bank.
With a background in journalism, Bill has a wealth
of experience in corporate affairs, media and
communications, and public policy.
Jenni Rigby, Acting Deputy Secretary, Emergency
Management and Chief Executive and Deputy State
Controller, Industry Enforcement
Jenni Rigby is the Acting Chief Executive and Deputy
Secretary, Emergency Management. The Chief
Executive is responsible for the effective and efficient
management and performance of EMV.
Jenni has diverse experience working in the private
sector and within all levels of government, including
fourteen years within the Victorian public sector. Over
the past eight years she has held executive roles in the
areas of climate change, forest and fire management
and most recently as the Executive Director for
Strategy and Policy within EMV. In these roles Jenni
has shaped and delivered major reform programs,
including driving implementation internally and across
the sector.
Andrew Crisp, Emergency Management Commissioner
As the former Victoria Police Deputy Commissioner,
Regional Operations, Andrew has almost 40 years’
policing experience in roles focused on community
safety across metropolitan and regional Victoria and
overseas. This includes key emergency management
leadership positions. During his career, Andrew has
been involved in responses to several major incidents,
such as the Ash Wednesday bushfires, 2009 Victorian
bushfires, Christchurch earthquake, Queensland
floods, and 2017 Bourke Street tragedy.

Andrew Campbell, Deputy Secretary, Corporate
Governance and Support
Andrew joined the department in 2021 with over
two decades of government experience in critical
corporate services including governance, public
sector reform, digital design, innovation and strategy,
communications, protocol, cabinet, government
services and the Victorian Centre for Data Insights.
Andrew was formerly the Acting Deputy Secretary of
Governance Policy and Coordination at DPC where
he had oversight over essential corporate service
functions. He has a rich and unique understanding of
policy and strategy design and whole of Government
coordination and governance.
Lynda Rogers, Chief Finance Officer
Lynda acted as the Deputy Secretary, Corporate
Governance and Support from December until Andrew’s
arrival in March 2021. She has been the Chief Financial
Officer in the department since December 2019.
Nicola Brown, Deputy Secretary, People and
Workplace Services
Nicola has an extensive public sector career, working
as an executive in several Victorian Government
departments. Prior to joining the department, Nicola
was the Chief Human Resources Officer at DPC,
where she led human resource functions including
organisational design, change management, and
diversity and inclusion. Other leadership positions
include Director, People and Workplace Services at
the Department of Transport, Planning and Local
Infrastructure and Director, People and Culture at the
Department of Planning and Community Development.
Gabriela Pulczynski, Executive Director, Office of
the Secretary
Gabriela had held a range of legal and policy roles in
Victoria and has been with the department since 2015.
Prior to joining the department, Gabriela most recently
worked at the courts and Victoria Legal Aid in criminal
law practice as well as developing and implementing
justice system reforms. Gabriela also has experience
working on corporate sustainability and government
oversight and integrity. During her time with the
department, Gabriela’s work has focussed on criminal
law, corrections and strategic justice system reform.

Audit and Risk Management Committee
The Audit and Risk Management Committee is an
independent committee established in accordance
with the Financial Management Act 1994 (the
Act) and the Standing Directions 2018 under the
Act. It provides assurance to the Secretary that
the department’s risk and control environment is
operating effectively and efficiently.
The committee operates under an approved charter
and has the following members:
•
•
•
•

Kate Hughes, Chair
Claire Thomas
Natalia Southern
Mark Trajcevski.
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Report of Operations
Victorian Government’s Resource
Management Framework
The Resource Management Framework sets out
mandatory requirements for all Victorian Government
departments in accordance with the Financial
Management Act 1994. This provides a structure for
planning, budgeting, service delivery, performance
management, reporting and accountability. Each
departmental system has objectives, objective
indicators and outputs that are used to report against
performance.

Departmental objectives, indicators
and outputs
The department’s objectives reflect the effects or
impacts it seeks to have on clients, the community
and other key stakeholders. They are measured by
objective indicators, which have been selected to
monitor the department’s progress in achieving its

objectives. Environmental factors and other issues can
also affect changes in objective indicators.
Outputs are the products and services delivered by
the department to the community through its agencies
and statutory bodies. Output performance measures
help assess the department’s performance in the
delivery of its outputs.
The medium-term departmental objectives, associated
indicators and linked outputs are set out in the
2020–21 State Budget Paper No. 3: Service Delivery and
summarised in the table below.
The Report of Operations reports on initiatives, projects
and key achievements that contribute to departmental
objectives and were delivered in 2020–21. This includes
initiatives and projects committed to in the Department
of Justice and Community Safety Corporate Plan
2019–23 (Corporate Plan), aligned to Statement of
Direction policy, delivery and supporting priorities.
Refer to Appendix 3 for analysis of progress towards
achieving objectives, including detailed reporting on
objective indicators and output performance measures.

Objectives

Objective indicators

Outputs

Ensuring community
safety through policing,
law enforcement and
prevention activities

• Community safety during the day and at night

Policing and crime
prevention

• Crime statistics
• Road fatalities and injuries
• Infringement notices processed

Reduce the impact of,
• Value of domestic fire insurance claims
and consequences from,
• Rate of deaths from fire events
natural disasters and other
emergencies on people,
infrastructure, the economy
and the environment

Emergency
management capability

Effective management
of prisoners and
offenders and provision
of opportunities for
rehabilitation and
reparation

• Escapes from corrective facilities

Prisoner supervision
and support

Effective supervision of
young offenders through
the provision of youth
justice services promoting
rehabilitation

• Percentage of community-based orders successfully completed

A fair and accessible
justice system that
supports a just society
based on the rule of law

• Prosecutions completed and returning guilty outcomes (percentage
of total case finalisations)

Public prosecutions
and legal assistance

• Legal advice and assistance provided

Justice policy, services
and law reform

• Percentage of community correction orders completed
• Rate of prisoner return to prison within two years
• Rate of offender return to corrective services within two years

• Young people in youth justice participating in community
reintegration activities

Community based
offender supervision

Youth justice
community-based
services
Youth justice custodial
services

• Law reform projects completed
• Medico legal death investigations
• Number of sentencing advisory council publications
• Dispute resolution services provided in the Dispute Settlement
Centre of Victoria
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Crime Prevention, Fines
and Enforcement
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Objectives

Objective indicators

Outputs

Victorians are protected
with equal opportunities,
secure identities,
information freedoms and
privacy rights

• Complaint files received and handled by the Victorian Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commission

Protection of vulnerable
people, human rights
and victim support

• People assisted through Public Advocate advice and education
activities
• Services provided to victims of crime against the person
• Births, Deaths and Marriages registration transaction accuracy rate
• Working with children checks processed (negative notices issued
within three days of receiving decision)
• Education and training activities delivered by Office of the Victorian
Information Commissioner

A fair marketplace for
• Increased access by consumers, tenants and businesses to digital
Victorian consumers and
information
businesses with responsible • Percentage of licenced venues with a rating that is greater than
and sustainable liquor and
three stars
gambling sectors
• Responsive Gamblers Help services

Protection of children
and personal identity
Public Sector
Information
Management, Privacy
and Integrity

Gambling and liquor
regulation
Regulation of the
Victorian consumer
marketplace

Changes to the department during
2020–21
There were no changes to the departmental objectives
and outputs during the 2020–21 financial year. A new
Administrative Office, CQV, was established within the
department and relevant staff and resources were
transferred to this office from the then DHHS, effective
1 December 2020. All associated funding for CQV is
captured under the existing departmental output
‘Emergency Management Capability’.
On 1 July 2020, Bushfire Recovery Victoria transferred
from DPC to the Department of Justice and
Community Safety as a result of a machinery of
government (MOG) change.

Identifiable direct costs attributable to
machinery of government changes
The department incurred direct costs that were
attributable to the Bushfire Recovery Victoria MOG
change of $96,275, which mainly relate to setting
up the new employees access to the department’s
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
systems.
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Ensuring community safety through policing, law
enforcement and prevention activities
This objective aims to provide a safe and secure environment for the Victorian community. This objective delivers
on activities relating to the provision of effective policing, law enforcement and infringement processing services
that aim to prevent, detect, investigate and prosecute crime, and promote safer road user behaviour. It focuses on
activities which enable Victorians to undertake their lawful pursuits confidently, safely and without fear of crime.

Corporate Plan initiatives and projects attributed to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.
For information on the 2020–21 Victorian crime statistics, as collected by the Crime Statistics Agency (CSA), refer
to Appendix 3, under the ‘Ensuring community safety through policing, law enforcement and prevention activities’
objective. The CSA is responsible for the calculation and publication of crime statistics and a further breakdown
of crime statistics is available on the CSA website crimestatistics.vic.gov.au.

Policy and delivery priorities
Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Administration of the
Work and Development
Permit Scheme

In Progress

In 2020–21, the department continued its targeted regional Work and
Development Permit sponsor recruitment campaigns. These campaigns have
resulted in sponsor growth and development among Aboriginal Community
Controlled Organisations and allows these organisations to make the Work
and Development Permit scheme available to their clients to support them to
deal with their fines. There are now 17 Aboriginal organisations accredited as
Work and Development Permit sponsors.

Reducing road toll in
rural and regional areas

In Progress

The mobile camera expansion project has delivered a 75 per cent increase
in mobile camera operations from 9,300 to 16,300 hours per month at
approximately 2,300 locations across Victoria. The increase in mobile camera
enforcement hours will be particularly effective in rural and regional areas
where mobile cameras are the primary method for speed enforcement. Work is
underway to expand the number of mobile camera locations to over 3,000 by
2023. This will include a significant number of regional locations.

Implementation of the
2019–20 State Budget
initiative in road safety

In Progress

The department made progress on a range of initiatives this year:
• Market scan: The findings of the market scan were compiled into a Market
Assessment Report and the project was completed in August 2020.
• Mobile camera expansion: The mobile camera expansion project has
delivered a 75 per cent increase in mobile camera operations from 9,300
to 16,300 hours per month, more than two years ahead of schedule. Further
activities, including expanding the number of mobile camera operations to
over 3,000 will be completed by 2023.
• Distracted Driving trial: A three-month trial was conducted between July
and October 2020. The pilot confirmed the capability of the technology to
reliably detect mobile phone use and non-use of seatbelts. Work is now
underway to implement distracted driving technology for enforcement by
the end of 2022.
• Network security improvements for the fixed camera system: The proof-ofconcept solution design to improve network security for the fixed camera
system is currently in progress. The results of the proof of concept will be
delivered in July 2021.
• Computerised Maintenance Management System upgrade for the fixed
camera system: A contract has been executed for the delivery of a new
computerised maintenance system to more effectively manage the fixed
camera system. Project delivery is now underway with the contractor,
commencing with the design of the software solution.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Regional service
delivery and community
partnerships – placebased approach

In Progress

Three community forums comprising representatives across government,
Victoria Police, schools and community service agencies were held in
North West Metropolitan Area as part of the government’s Building Safer
Communities program. These forums were held in Brimbank (27 November
2020), Craigieburn (11 December 2020) and Melton (25 March 2021) and
provided an opportunity to discuss risk factors for offending and improving
community safety. In 2020–21 the Local Site Executive Committee, consisting
of representatives across government agencies in the West Metropolitan
Area, commenced a program of work to address serious youth violence. This
includes the development of an action plan which will include both shortand long-term strategies to address risk factors for offending and improve
community safety. The department’s Hume region is working with the Centre
for Continuing Education to provide training and employment-readiness
programs for Community Correctional Services (CCS) clients, specifically
where they have learning difficulties.

Regional engagement
strategies

In Progress

The Save the Children OutTeach Project in Greater Shepparton is jointly funded
by the department, DET, and the Ian Potter Foundation. OutTeach aims to
support young people to remove physical and psycho-social barriers that
hinder engagement with education and develop a network of supportive peers.
In Loddon Mallee, the Second Chance Program (Central Victorian Group
Training), and the Youth Commitment Program (Sunraysia Community Health)
received a further 12 months funding. The programs aim to divert young
people from contact with the justice system.

Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Youth Crime
Prevention Grants

In Progress

To date more than 1,400 young people have received intensive one-on-one
support through the program, with 314 support sessions provided to young
people in 2020–21 across 15 projects. During the COVID-19 pandemic, all funded
projects reverted to providing support remotely where possible and focussed
on assisting young people and their families to address the impact on their
wellbeing. The 2021–22 State Budget includes a further $4.401 million to extend
15 Youth Crime Prevention Grant projects for 12 months to 30 June 2022.

Crime prevention
reform strategy

In Progress

The Victorian Government’s Crime Prevention Strategy was released on
21 June 2021 and published on the crime prevention website. Activities are
already underway aligned with the Strategy’s three action areas:
• 16 projects have been announced under two competitive streams of Building
Safer Communities Program
• three communities have been selected for the Empowering Communities
stream of the Building Safer Communities Program; four Empowering
Communities forums have been held
• 31 Community Safety Infrastructure Grant projects are underway with
eight complete or nearly complete; Sports Alliance, African Partnership and
Pasifika projects are also underway.

Case management
and information
sharing review

In Progress

The department continued to work with key stakeholders on the development
of the Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) Multi-Agency Panel to provide
effective case management for individuals at risk of violent extremism.
Significant progress has been made on how the information sharing
arrangements will support the CVE Multi-Agency Panel to coordinate and
oversee targeted interventions for individuals with an identified risk of
engaging in violent extremism.

Disengagement
Programs

In Progress

In 2020–21, the department continued to support disengagement and
diversion programs in Youth Justice and CV. A formal referral pathway to
Victoria Police programs has been developed for children and young people in
Youth Justice, and work is progressing to tailor disengagement interventions
for children and young people. CV has also developed a CVE statewide Service
Delivery Model that aims to appropriately service prisoners and offenders
identified as violent extremists or those displaying early signs of radicalisation.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Sheriff’s Aboriginal
Liaison Officer (SALO)
Program

In Progress

The department has provided funding for an ongoing SALO position in
each region. The department has worked with SALOs to provide information
and support to new and existing Work and Development Permit sponsor
organisations that are Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisations. SALOs
have continued to work with the department to support Aboriginal prisoners to
access the Prison Program to deal with their outstanding fines and warrants.

Aboriginal Community
Fines Initiative

In Progress

Departmental staff attend Koori events as part of the Aboriginal Community
Fines Initiative to speak with community members and help them to deal
with their outstanding fines. Attendance at events over 2020–21 has been
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Attendance at events will resume as
restrictions ease.

Strengthening stakeholder partnerships
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Australia’s Strategy for
Protecting Crowded
Places from Terrorism

In Progress

Coordinating the implementation of the National Strategy for Protecting
Crowded Places from Terrorism requires Whole of Victorian Government
delivery in the broader context of CVE in the state. Options to deliver on this
commitment will be considered as part of the future arrangements for CVE
and to reflect 2021–22 State Budget investment and priorities.

Mobile Protective
Services Officers (PSO)
model

In Progress

Legislation commenced on 7 April 2021 to provide flexibility to the Chief
Commissioner of Police to deploy PSOs in and around crowded places,
including sporting venues and places of mass gathering, to assist police to
provide a policing presence and deter crime and anti-social behaviour.

Community Safety
Statement

In Progress

The department continued working with Victoria Police to identify community
safety priorities and directions.
Previous Community Safety Statement (CSS) commitments completed during
the year by the department include:
• commencement of legislation on 7 April 2021 to provide flexibility to the
Chief Commissioner of Police to deploy PSOs in and around crowded
places, including sporting venues and places of mass gathering to provide a
policing presence and deter crime and anti-social behaviour
• expansion of mobile speed cameras.
The department progressed a number of other CSS-related commitments
including:
• the Private Security Industry Licensing Review
• a trial of the use of body worn cameras for digitally recorded evidence
in chief to assist in reducing the trauma of victims of family violence
associated with giving evidence in court
• creating a standalone offence for strangulation in the family violence context
• investigating the potential to destroy bulk exhibits
• review of the Criminal Organisations Control Act.

Road Safety Strategy

Completed

The Victorian Road Safety Strategy 2021–30 was released on 20 December
2020. The new strategy aims to halve road deaths and reduce serious injuries
by 2030, with the long-term goal of eliminating road deaths by 2050. The
road safety enforcement focus includes initiatives tackling high and low-level
speeding, drug driving, seatbelt offences and distracted driving (illegal use of
mobile phones).

Focusing on victims and survivors
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Family Violence Scheme
(FVS)

In Progress

An independent statutory review of the FVS found that the scheme is an
innovative response to family violence impacts within the fines system and has
reduced the disproportionate impact of fines on victim survivors. The review
made eight recommendations to further enhance the scheme. The department
has accepted all eight recommendations and is continuing to develop the
FVS to ensure it meets the needs of the community and victim survivors. The
department has developed and finalised a Guide to the Family Violence Scheme,
which provides information to help people to understand and access the scheme.

Department of Justice and Community Safety

Supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Early Intervention and
Prevention Fund –
Mental Health

In Progress

Victoria Police has continued to deliver the Early Intervention and Prevention
Fund including Reflective Practice groups. This is a form of structured
professional supervision that takes place in a small group, facilitated by one
or more clinicians. Over the course of six sessions, employees join with their
peers to reflect on the impact of policing on their lives, share their experience,
and discuss strategies that build resilience and prevent burnout. The preferred
mode is face-to-face delivery and this has continued despite COVID‑19 with
delivery adjusted to comply with the Victorian Chief Health Officer directions.
Virtual Reflective Practice was delivered only when necessary. This program
continued to be delivered face-to-face across the state with no sessions
currently via video conferencing.

Centre of Excellence
for Emergency Worker
Mental Health

In Progress

The Centre of Excellence for Emergency Worker Mental Health, which
incorporates the Specialist Network of Clinicians, commenced on 4 March 2021.
The Centre is being delivered by Phoenix Australia on behalf of the Victorian
Government. The aim of the Centre is to improve mental health outcomes for
emergency workers, including those that have retired from service.
The Centre will:
• Build the awareness and capability of practitioners to meet the needs of
emergency workers whose mental health has been impacted by their work.
• Develop and evolve the Specialist Network of Clinicians, including
establishing a revised centralised intake and referral service for emergency
workers via referral from a clinician.
• Design, deliver and co-ordinate emergency worker centric research and
evaluation projects in models of intervention and care, to further enhance
outcomes and ensure they are translated into practice across the network of
practitioners.

Provisional payments
for emergency workers

Completed

The legislated Provisional Payments Scheme provides eligible Victorian
workers suffering from a work-related mental health injury with timely access
to payments for reasonable medical expenses whilst their compensation claim
is determined.
Under the new Scheme, if the worker’s claim is rejected the new Scheme will
continue to provide payments for up to 13 weeks.
The new Scheme commenced on 1 July 2021 and replaced the Provisional
Payments Pilot for emergency service workers which ceased on 30 July 2021.
The new Scheme reflects the government’s continued commitment to
supporting early intervention pathways by ensuring timely access to mental
health treatment for those suffering workplace mental health injuries.

Delivering evidence-based outcomes
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Countering violent
extremism research grants

In Progress

All but one of the 12 CVE research reports were delivered in 2020–21 and will
be used to inform policy and practice. The research reports address issues
related to right and left-wing violent extremism and Islamophobia in Victoria.

Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design

In Progress

Based on the commissioned research, a discussion paper is being prepared
to outline ways in which we can ensure evidence-based crime prevention
through environmental design principles are applied in funded public safety
infrastructure projects.

CCTV evaluation

Completed

The evaluation undertaken last year found CCTV to be a useful tool in Victoria
Police’s investigative and operational work, and as part of broader safety
and security approaches implemented by local councils. In line with this
research, councils funded for CCTV projects through the new Building Safer
Communities grants are required to:
• demonstrate a clear need for CCTV based on evidence
• only incorporate CCTV as part of a more comprehensive approach to
addressing local crime prevention issues.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Applied Security
Science Project

Completed

The project was initiated in July 2019 to undertake rigorous scientific research
on terrorism, counter terrorism and CVE in the Australian context to inform
evidence-based tools for use by frontline staff.
The project to validate Radar, a suite of CVE case management tools, to
ensure continuous improvements and relevance of those tools for supporting
the identification, mitigation and management of adverse terrorism or violent
extremism outcomes.
The department was consulted during the project through the Practitioner
Advisory Group. The project delivered the final report in November 2020.
While the project began with the department’s support, it has become a
sustainable entity that continues to deliver outcomes for the State beyond
the life of the project. It continues to build new knowledge and has developed
the partnerships to ensure that this new knowledge can be communicated to,
and incorporated into, the decision-making frameworks and training of the
Victorian workforce.

Investing in technology and digital solutions
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Fines IT system reform

In Progress

Core functionality for the fines IT system has now been delivered to support
end-to-end fines services, including additional payment options for fine
recipients, to progress court fines, to disburse collected fines revenue to
enforcement agencies, and to produce warrants (including new warrants
and warrants that were issued before Fines Reform commenced). Further
IT functionality will be added as part of the continuous improvement of
fines services.

Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Optimising data use
in fines enforcement

In Progress

The department is using data to develop intelligence-led debt engagement
strategies to enhance debt programs and Sheriff activity, as well as to support
outreach and engagement. This includes the use of advanced insights
and analytics, including debtor persona modelling, to encourage early
engagement and support increased fine collection rates, informing SMS and
letter activities, targeted use of sanctions and execution of warrants.

Sheriff operations
monitoring tools

In Progress

A new stand-alone server is now in place to enable the efficient processing
of the operational activity of Sheriff’s officers. Sheriff’s Office Victoria is
developing capturing tools utilising SharePoint as the input and output
reporting tool.

Driving productivity

Investing in technology and digital solutions
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Road safety camera
program – infrastructure
and safety campaign,
maintenance upgrade
and network security

In Progress

The mobile camera expansion project has delivered a 75 per cent increase in
mobile camera operations from 9,300 to 16,300 hours per month, two years
ahead of schedule. Work is underway to expand the number of new mobile
camera locations to over 3,000 by 2023. This will include a significant number
of regional locations.
A contract has been executed for the delivery of a new computerised
maintenance system to more effectively manage the fixed camera system.
Project delivery is now underway with the contractor, commencing with the
design of the software solution.
The proof of concept solution design to improve network security for the fixed
camera system is currently in progress. The results of the proof of concept will
be delivered in July 2021.
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Key achievements in 2020–21
The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

Provided essential fines services during
the COVID-19 pandemic
Victoria’s fines system continues to operate during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Fines Victoria provided support to
Victorians during the pandemic, including suspensions
to payments, delayed payments, and extended
payment arrangements. Fines Victoria implemented
changes to make it easier for people to access the
Family Violence Scheme during the pandemic. The
department supported government to implement
emergency legislative amendments to provide support
to enforcement agencies, including local councils, and
to ensure continued access to the Prison Program.

Implementation of recommendations of
the Fines Reform Advisory Board
The Fines Reform Advisory Board provided a report
to government in April 2020. The Advisory Board
made 24 recommendations to further improve
the fines system. The government has supported
13 recommendations in full or in-principle, with 11
recommendations to be considered further.
Three recommendations have already been fully or
partially acquitted. Recommendations 3(a) and 10
were acquitted through updates to the guidelines
for internal reviews under the Infringements Act
2006 and the waiver of fines under the Work and
Development Permit Scheme, respectively. In March
2021, the Victorian Parliament also passed the Justice
Legislation Amendment (System Enhancements
and Other Matters) Act 2021. The justice system
enhancements made by this Act included the
implementation of recommendation 13 of the Advisory
Board. This reform replaces the judicial process for
making orders under the Fines Reform Act 2014 to
convert unpaid fines into time spent in prison with a
new, more efficient administrative process.
The department is continuing to work with
stakeholders to progress these recommendations as
part of its ongoing delivery of Fines Reform.

Development and release of the
Victorian Government’s Crime
Prevention Strategy
The new Crime Prevention Strategy, released on
21 June 2021, sets out a clear, long-term approach for
how government will work with Victorian communities,
businesses, and key organisations to intervene early
and prevent crime before it occurs to achieve four
key outcomes:
•

•
•
•

Victorian communities are more connected,
cohesive and engaged in designing and delivering
local solutions to prevent crime
fewer Victorians come into contact with the
criminal justice system
more people at risk of offending are connected with
earlier, more effective support
Victorians are safer and feel safer.

The Building Safer Communities Program, a key
initiative under the Crime Prevention Strategy,
includes grants and a series of community forums
to bring together key community stakeholders to
address risk factors for offending and improve
community safety.
16 projects have been approved for funding through
the first round of the competitive grants stream,
with a total investment of almost $4.4 million. Three
communities have also been identified for targeted
support of up to $700,000 through the program’s
Empowering Communities Grants – Brimbank, Hume
and Melton. Four Building Safer Communities forums
have been held to date focused on Brimbank, Hume,
Melton and Ballarat.

Delivery of the Distracted Driving trial
The department conducted a three-month trial
of automated camera technology designed to
detect mobile phone and seatbelt offences. The
trial ran between July and October 2020, with two
mobile phone cameras moving across a range of
metro and regional locations. The trial assessed a
total of 679,438 vehicles and results indicated that
approximately one in every 42 drivers were illegally
using their mobile phone.
The trial also found the distracted driving technology
can detect drivers who don’t wear a seatbelt,
uncovering a one-in-667 offence rate statewide.
Work is now underway to implement this technology
for enforcement by the end of 2022. Research
undertaken by the Monash University Accident
Research Centre has estimated that this technology
has the capacity to prevent 95 casualty crashes
per year.

Delivery of the Restorative Engagement
and Redress Scheme for Victoria Police
employees who have experienced
workplace sex discrimination or
sexual harassment
The scheme opened in December 2019 and is funded
until December 2023. It provides support and redress
to former and current Victoria Police employees who
have experienced workplace sex discrimination and/or
sexual harassment.
Options available to eligible participants include
counselling and wellbeing support, a possible financial
redress payment, and the option to participate in the
Restorative Engagement program.
Since opening, more than 500 people have been
supported through case management, counselling
and over $8 million in financial redress payments
have been made. Participant feedback indicates
that the Scheme is having a positive impact on
their lives.
The government investment in this Scheme delivers
on the Community Safety Statement’s commitment
to improve Victoria Police’s workplace health and
wellbeing.
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COVID-19 Quarantine Victoria (CQV)
CQV was established on 1 December 2020 to administer
the Victorian Government’s COVID-19 Accommodation
Program. It was set up as an Administrative Office
connected to the Department of Justice and Community
Safety.
CQV is led by the Commissioner and State Controller
who is appointed by the Premier and reports directly to
the Minister for Police.
CQV has operational independence and responsibility
for the:
•
•

•

•

hotel quarantine program for all international
arrivals, which commenced on 7 December 2020
quarantine program for international aircrew and
freight airline members arriving/transiting through
Victoria, which commenced on 23 December 2020
frontline worker accommodation (formerly ‘Hotel
for Heroes’) for eligible essential workers who need
support to self-isolate or quarantine, or require
accommodation on compassionate grounds
emergency accommodation for people that are
required to quarantine or isolate but cannot do
so safely in their own accommodation, including
COVID-19 Isolation and Recovery Facilities (CIRF) for
persons with complex or special needs.

All accommodation programs operate on the
basis of a health-led response, with services and
permissions designed to prevent and control the
spread of COVID-19. The health-led response includes
a renewed focus on the health and wellbeing of those
in quarantine/isolation and is underpinned by robust
infection prevention and control.
Key achievements/deliverables
•

•

•
•
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Since its establishment on 1 December 2020, CQV
has had [as at 30 June]:
» 38,690 people accommodated in hotel
quarantine
» over 310,000 daily staff tests conducted
» over 12,000 vaccination doses administered.
CQV is the first Australian government agency
responsible for quarantine of returned travellers to:
» develop ventilation standards for hotel
quarantine settings and remediation program to
modify sites to standard
» implement a mandatory vaccination policy for its
frontline quarantine workforce and contractors
» introduce voluntary day-off testing for frontline
quarantine workers
» develop a trial of new proximity tracking
technology to support contact tracing.
CQV has rolled out N95 mask fit testing and
training for all frontline quarantine workers.
From January – February 2021, CQV managed the
quarantine of 1,057 participants in the Australian
Open Quarantine Program, while meeting its
repatriation commitments.

Department of Justice and Community Safety

Reduce the impact of, and consequences from,
natural disasters and other emergencies on people,
infrastructure, the economy and the environment
This objective aims to deliver a coordinated, all communities, all emergencies approach to emergency
management, focusing on risk mitigation and active partnership with the Victorian community. Emergency
management encompasses prevention, preparation and planning for, responding to and recovering from natural
disasters (such as bushfires, floods and severe storms), the consequences of terrorism, hazardous material
incidents (such as chemical spills and gas leaks), and individual and personal emergencies (such as land and sea
rescues, car accidents and residential and commercial fires).

Corporate Plan 2019–2023 initiatives and projects aligned to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Policy and delivery priorities
Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Fire Service Reform

In Progress

EMV has met the obligations of the Fire Services Legislation Amendment
(Reform) Act 2019 (Vic), passed by the Victorian Parliament in June 2019, and
continues with the implementation of the Fire Services Reform.
A number of key actions have been delivered, including the creation of
Fire Rescue Victoria (and cessation of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade) and
affirmation of Country Fire Authority as a volunteer organisation on 1 July
2020, publication of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services Fire
Services Year One Implementation Plan on 1 October 2020, the appointment of
the Fire District Review Panel on 26 October 2020 and the appointment of the
Fire Services Implementation Monitor on 15 December 2020.

Emergency Management
Planning Reforms

In Progress

EMV, in partnership with the emergency management sector, has successfully
led the implementation of the new planning framework at state, regional and
municipal levels with the final stage of the framework enacted in legislation on
1 December 2020.
EMV’s work included preparing and reviewing the State Emergency
Management Plan, coordinating the establishment of reformed regional
and municipal emergency management planning committees and ongoing
support through state and regional level initiatives and projects.

Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Building resilience

In Progress

Integrating services
and activities to provide
high quality, culturally
responsive, fair and
consistent support to
communities

In Progress

The aim of these initiatives underpins EMV’s business as usual processes and
have been absorbed into EMV’s programs of work to support the resilience of all
Victorians before, during and after emergency events. Individual and community
resilience continues to be a foundational objective of key EMV-led initiatives
including (but not limited to) continued recovery reform and improvements,
as previously recognised through the Resilient Recovery Strategy.
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Strengthening stakeholder partnerships
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Emergency Management
Operations Reform

In Progress

The SCC Workforce Strategy Recruitment Project was completed in April 2021.
Review of the SCC Workforce Model (within Broader Workforce Capability)
and the Future State SCC Business Case has been incorporated into the
Emergency Management Operational Review and is progressing. Timelines
and deliverables are pending further consultation with the sector and State
Crisis and Resilience Council endorsement.

2030: A Strategy
for the Emergency
Management Sector

Completed

This project was placed on hold in early 2020 and has been superseded by
subsequent recommendations and actions coming out of Inspector General
Emergency Management reviews and inquiries. These have been incorporated
into the initiative ‘Develop a strategic roadmap to guide long-term reform for
the emergency management sector as part of the Strategic Action Plan’.

Cross border emergency
management capacity
and capability

In Progress

EMV has developed a number of cross border resources to enhance
interoperability, including a cross border arrangements database and
best practice templates for cross border mutual aid agreements and local
operational guidelines.
EMV has undertaken research to understand the use of communication
mediums (access, capability, knowledge) across border communities during an
emergency; and provided insights to the behaviour of communities to inform
targeted educational campaigns, response, risk mitigation, regional and/or
municipal planning, which has contributed to border communities and tourists
accessing timely and critical emergency management information.

Supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Diversity and inclusion in
emergency management

In Progress

EMV continued to support inclusion and diversity initiatives in the Emergency
Management sector including reviewing national honours and awards
nomination forms to remove barriers for diverse nominations, supporting Pride
initiatives with the Emergency Management Pride Network of Victoria, and
supporting gender equality work through the Champions of Change Coalition.

Investing in technology and digital solutions
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Sector-wide ICT strategy

In Progress

The 2021–22 financial year will see the completion of the sector-wide
Emergency Management Technology Strategy & Action Plan following the
development of the ICT strategy development plan in January 2021 and the
Emergency Management ICT Strategy Framework in February 2021. The scope
and goals of the Strategy have been canvassed both within EMV and the
emergency management sectors’ Emergency Services Leadership Group.

Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Increasing joined-up
approaches to investment
and asset management
across the emergency
management system

Completed

This initiative has been incorporated into ongoing business with regard to
sector investment prioritisation, management and reporting.

EMV culture of
collaboration and
learning

In Progress

During 2020–21, EMV led discussions with stakeholders about learning and
education needs, barriers and enablers for our future workforce at local,
regional and state tiers. This collaboration, together with research of good
practice has informed the Training and Education Master Plan for the sector,
and a revised Incident Management Team training and accreditation program,
to be released in August 2021.

Driving productivity
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Key achievements in 2020–21

State Control Centre (SCC) Operations

The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

Undertook a capability uplift in resourcing to support
the 24/7 operation of the Victorian SCC. The addition
of 48 dedicated personnel in 2021 to the existing
shift worker teams, ensured continuous service to
the Emergency Management Commissioner, the
emergency management sector and the broader
community.

Continue implementation of the Fire
Services Reform
On 1 July 2020, Fire Rescue Victoria (FRV) was established
(with the cessation of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade) and
the Country Fire Authority was restored to a volunteer
firefighting organisation. This included the transfer of
staff and assets from Country Fire Authority to FRV,
including co-located and career only stations and
associated appliances, and tools of trade. Amendments
to the Firefighters’ Presumptive Rights Compensation
and Fire Services Legislation Amendment (Reform)
Act 2019 also enabled updates to maps of the Fire
Rescue Victoria Fire District to reflect current service
delivery requirements. EMV also supported agencies
to develop a number of agreements and schedules to
operationalise the statewide service delivery of critical
fire services under the new model.
In August 2020, both agencies published their first
year Outcomes Frameworks and in October 2020, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services released
the Year One Fire Services Reform Implementation
Plan. In October 2020 and December 2020 respectively,
the department established the Fire District Review
Panel and the Fire Service Implementation Monitor,
and finalised recruitment to their offices in early 2021.

Implement Planning Reform
In 2020, EMV led the staged implementation
of Victoria’s new integrated, coordinated and
comprehensive framework to support emergency
management planning at state, regional and
municipal levels. The final stage of the new legislative
framework was enacted on 1 December 2020. EMV now
seeks to ensure the emergency management planning
framework is suitably embedded.
In partnership with the emergency management
sector, EMV prepared the State Emergency
Management Plan (SEMP) on behalf of the Emergency
Management Commissioner. The SEMP was published
in September 2020 and in line with EMV’s commitment
to continuous improvement, it is currently undergoing
its first review and is due for completion in October
2021. Relevant agencies are now updating the SEMP
Sub-Plans.
In 2020, EMV coordinated the establishment of
reformed regional and municipal emergency
management planning committees and the Regional
Emergency Management Plans were published in
November 2020. Municipal Emergency Management
Plans are now being updated in accordance with their
existing three-year review schedule.
EMVs support to Victoria’s emergency management
planning continues through initiatives and projects,
including development of the emergency management
planning resource library, chairing the Regional
Collaboration Group, an emergency management
plan scenario test pilot project and development of a
regional risk assessment methodology.

The SCC remained active through the year in aid
of bushfires, floods and storms, and continues to
support the emergency coordination of the COVID-19
pandemic. The SCC also coordinated the deployment
of 93 multi-agency personnel to New South Wales in
March 2021, in response to floods and 77 personnel,
were deployed in Western Australia in April 2021, to
assist with response and relief operations for Tropical
Cyclone Seroja.
Leading up to the 2020–21 summer season, the
emergency management teams at incident, regional
and state levels could not come together in COVIDSafe
settings. To enable these teams to prepare, EMV
developed and delivered critical learning modules and
preseason briefings on a range of topics, including
the newly released SEMP and Ministerial Planning
Guidelines and the expected risks leading into
the high-risk summer period. Nearly 10,500 online
eLearning modules were developed and delivered to
5,252 learners from 35 separate organisations through
the newly created systems.

Co-led the Victorian Government’s
participation in and response to the
Royal Commission into National Natural
Disaster Arrangements
EMV and the Department of Land, Water, Environment
and Planning co-led Victoria’s participation and
response to the Royal Commission, which was the first
Australian Royal Commission conducted online. The
Royal Commission commenced on 20 February 2020
and concluded on 30 October 2020. During this time,
EMV and the Department of Land, Water, Environment
and Planning coordinated Victoria’s response to
30 Notices to Produce, had 20 Victorian witnesses
appear before the Commission and responded to
165 interim observations and propositions. The Royal
Commission provided its final report containing 80
recommendations on 28 October 2020. The report
was tabled in Commonwealth Parliament on 30
October 2020 and made public the same day. Victoria
responded to the Royal Commission’s final report on
5 March 2021.
EMV is continuing to support Victoria’s work to
progress implementation of the Royal Commission
findings including collaborative efforts with other
jurisdictions through the Australia-New Zealand
Emergency Management Committee and the National
Emergency Management Ministers Meeting.

Resilient Recovery Strategy
The Resilient Recovery Strategy continues to provide
a focus for government’s contribution to an improved
recovery system and offers a foundation for shared
program objectives, outcomes and collaborative
resourcing.
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Re-investment in this reform program in early 2021
supported delivery of a comprehensive analysis of the
existing reform agenda against recommendations
from reviews, inquiries and research since the strategy
was released. This analysis contextualises current
Victorian disaster recovery, regarding both community
needs and government priorities. This will help shape
the next stage of recovery reform and inform a plan for
forward improvements and shared sector investment.
Throughout 2020–21, the strategy shaped Victoria’s
response to several reviews and inquiries at state
and national level, and informed the work of Victorian
agencies in the development of significant recovery
improvement projects. This includes the Emergency
Recovery Resource Portal, which was initiated during
2020–21 and is expected to be launched in quarter
three of 2021. This portal is intended to support
the recovery sector and workforce by providing a
central point of access to key recovery resources and
guidance. The portal will be a key lever in the delivery
of future recovery improvements, with particular focus
on utilising available technologies to better support
communities after disaster.

Since its establishment, Bushfire Recovery Victoria has:
•

•

•
•

•

Delivery of annual community safety
campaigns

•

The Victorian Fire Season Campaign is an annual
bush and grassfire awareness campaign. The
campaign prompts all Victorians to be better prepared
against bush and grassfire to minimise injury and the
loss of life, and implement long-term changes in the
attitude, awareness and behaviour of Victorians in
relation to fire.

•

The campaign targets people living in bushfire and
rural grassfire areas, people who live in an urban
setting at risk from grassfires and people visiting
high-risk fire areas.
The 2020–21 campaign used television, radio, digital,
social, press and outdoor advertising to reach target
audiences.
The Water Safety campaign plays a key role in
making water safety a priority throughout summer.
Campaign advertising alerts priority audiences to
the risk associated with swimming in coastal and
inland waterways.
The 2020–21 campaign used television, radio, press,
digital, and social media advertising, including inlanguage targeting, to reach priority audiences.

Bushfire Recovery Victoria
Bushfire Recovery Victoria was established in January
2020 as a dedicated and permanent Victorian
Government agency to coordinate recovery from the
devastating 2019–20 Eastern Victorian bushfires.
Working directly with affected communities, all levels
of government, agencies and industry, Bushfire
Recovery Victoria coordinates real, effective and timely
support that communities need to recover after a
major emergency.
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As well as providing strategic leadership on wholeof-government recovery activities and delivering
state recovery outcomes, Bushfire Recovery Victoria
supports locally-led recovery efforts to support
councils and ensure that community is at the centre
of recovery.
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•

•

•

established a dedicated recovery support program
to link individuals and families with individualised
support, including access to emergency
accommodation
cleaned up 736 bushfire-affected properties across
Victoria, including the removal of 75,000 tonnes of
debris
rolled out a range of grants to address recovery
needs
operated eight Community Recovery Hubs to
make it easier for people to access the services
they need
established the Short-Term Modular Housing
program to get people back on their land and in
their communities as they begin the rebuilding
process
developed wrap-around support for Victorians
seeking to rebuild
established and facilitated 22 Community Recovery
Committees so communities can plan and lead
their own recovery
coordinated a range of support programs and
initiatives across the five lines of recovery: People
and wellbeing, Aboriginal culture and healing,
environment and biodiversity, business and
economy and buildings and infrastructure
released the State Bushfire Recovery Framework
and Plan to guide the coordination of recovery
efforts
partnered with the most impacted councils from
the fires – those of East Gippsland, Towong
and Alpine Shires, to support them to have the
capacity and capability needed for local planning,
coordination and support.

Effective management of prisoners and offenders
and provision of opportunities for rehabilitation and
reparation
This objective relates to the management of the State’s adult correctional system. The overarching purpose of
the correctional system is to promote community safety through community-based and custodial supervision of
prisoners and offenders through effective management and services to provide opportunities for rehabilitation
and reparation.

Corporate Plan 2019–2023 initiatives and projects aligned to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Policy and delivery priorities
Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Corrections Victoria
prison system
expansion strategy

In Progress

Through 2020–21, the department continued the prison system infrastructure
expansion program funded in the 2019–20 State Budget to meet projected
demand. A Prison Network Configuration project commenced in early 2021
to align prison profiles and prisoner pathways with projected requirements.
Key issues include the increasing number of unsentenced prisoners and the
ongoing need to support COVID-related measures including quarantine.

Regional service
delivery and community
partnerships

In Progress

Maintained effective supervision of offenders and young people during 2020–21
while adapting systems in response to COVID-19, through:
• Deployment of technology across regional locations allowed staff to quickly
transition to a remote service delivery model.
• During restrictions, regional CCS and YJ Teams successfully continued their
engagement with clients and young people.
• A high-risk model was developed to closely monitor CCS clients considered
to be of the highest risk.
• Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria and CAV staff were focused on
facilitating rental arrangements under the Residential Tenancies COVID-19
Emergency Measures.

CCS practice reform

In Progress

Significant service transformation and practice reform was undertaken in
response to the need for ongoing case management of people on Community
Corrections Orders during the COVID-19 pandemic. This included the rapid
introduction of remote service delivery of case management to clients which
also required changes to client engagement practice. Practice reform and its
continuous improvement remains an ongoing priority for CCS.

Regional hospital
access pathways

In Progress

Work to expand regional hospital pathways to improve prisoner access to
planned hospital care continued over the 2020–21 period:
• Grampians Regional Hospital Pathway (RHP) successfully transitioned
to business as usual with local operating procedures embedded in daily
practices.
• Implementation of the Gippsland RHP is pending following delays due to
the COVID-19 pandemic and associated impacts on hospital operations.
• Expansion of the RHP model to further regions, beyond Grampians and
Gippsland, is a key component of a broader hospital pathways approach
being developed by the Health Service Review project within Corrections
and Justice Services. The approach will align with the wider department
initiatives, including the Prison Network Configuration and Prison System
Strategies.
• Discussions continue with the Department of Health and the Victorian
Health Building Authority on a range of opportunities, including identifying
preferred custodial ward design and operational features to improve
prisoner access to hospital inpatient services. A review of custodial wards
in other jurisdictions is being undertaken as part of this work.
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Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Multi-agency panels
and specialist family
violence reforms

In Progress

The COVID-19 pandemic continued to present challenges for implementing
the Family Violence Multi-Agency Risk Assessment and Management (MARAM)
Framework during 2020–21. Key developments included:
• CV and Justice Health continued to align their policies and work practices
with the MARAM Framework in addition to supporting contracted health
service providers in their alignment work.
• Resources to support this work have included a Justice Health Practice
Guide on relevant MARAM responsibilities, a tailored Organisational
Embedding Guide for Justice Health, and training for CCS on managing
perpetrators of family violence during COVID-19.
• Three e-learn modules have been developed for the CCS workforce:
(1) Introduction to the MARAM Framework and Information Sharing, to
complement the Foundational Family Violence Training currently
delivered to CCS staff.
(2) Assessing Victim-Survivors of Family Violence – Court Assessment and
Prosecution Service: to help staff who are based in courts to complete
the Family Violence Screening Tool, and provide guidance on how to ask
questions and review relevant information.
(3) Assessing Perpetrators of Family Violence – Court Assessment and
Prosecution Service: explores why co-resident screening is important
and provide training to interview co-residents where necessary.
• Work continues across the department to develop customised training for
the prison setting.

Reducing incarceration
of women

In Progress

A successful pilot of a Disability and Complex Needs Service at the Dame Phyllis
Frost Centre was completed in 2020–21. The service supports women with cognitive
disability and complex needs, with intensive support in specific accommodation
units and stepped down support provided across the women’s prison.

Linking priority
cohorts to services

In Progress

$2.46 million was allocated in the 2020–21 State Budget to enhance the service
response for people in prison with disability. Planning, service design and
recruitment for the Prison Disability Support Initiative has been completed.
The initiative seeks to improve the identification of prisoners with disability
and complex needs. This will support decision making around their placement,
rehabilitation and reintegration to the community, including supporting access
to the NDIS. It will also help build the capacity of prison staff to work with
identified prisoners. The initiative is due to commence in July 2021.

Implementing Aboriginal
Justice Agreement
initiatives in Corrections
Victoria

In Progress

Development of an operating model for a prison-based, culturally appropriate
healing unit at the Dame Phyllis Frost Centre continued in 2020–21, with funding
allocated in the 2021–22 State Budget. The Aboriginal Healing Unit will operate
as a therapeutic community, providing culturally specific supports to Aboriginal
women to build essential life skills required to maintain pro-social connections
following release from prison. The department will continue to work closely with
the Aboriginal community on the establishment of the Healing Unit.

Outcomes for
Aboriginal people

In Progress

A range of key initiatives have been delivered over the year, despite the
significant challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. Services have
adapted their practice to respond to these challenges, including:
• The Yawal Mugadjina program, which focuses on strengthening pre- and
post-release cultural supports, has continued with a smaller number of
Elders and Respected Persons meeting the cultural needs of people in
prison via online meetings. This program has continued to be successful
with many men and women still wishing to be engaged. Elders and
Respected Persons attended five locations and participated in more than
60 visits through the year. This program received funding for an additional
four years in the 2021–22 State Budget.
• The Strengthening Aboriginal Healthcare Project, led by Justice Health, will
ensure Aboriginal people in prison have culturally specific health care and
are engaged in their health response. This work is a commitment to develop
a comprehensive, long-term plan of action that is targeted to need, evidencebased and capable of addressing the existing inequalities in health services.
Phase One of this project focuses on: an Aboriginal Health Risk Review,
Aboriginal Health Clinical Governance Audit, Prisoner Health Workshops, the
Torch artwork for Justice Health, and Aboriginal Health Reference Groups.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021
• The Victorian Government announced an independent review into the
culture of Victoria’s prison system. This Review will span both the public
and private adult custodial corrections system, focussed on two streams of
inquiry – ensuring the wellbeing and safety of staff within the adult custodial
system, including ensuring appropriate and effective cultural support for
Aboriginal staff, and whether systems and processes in prisons ensure
that Aboriginal people in custody have the right to access and continue
to practice Culture, are free from discrimination, and are consistent with
Aboriginal self-determination.  
• The Baggarook program, a purpose-built transitional housing facility,
providing short-term transitional housing for Aboriginal women released
from prison who are at risk of homelessness has supported seven Aboriginal
women to exit prison and transition back into the community.
• Local Justice Workers continue to work remotely to engage people in prison
pre-release.
• The Aboriginal Continuity of Care pilot continued to operate from two
locations, switching to a remote operating model where workers engaged
with people via video call prior to their release from prison, and then
supported them post-release.
• The statewide Indigenous Arts in Prison and Community Program,
‘The Torch’, provides cultural strengthening and economic development
opportunities for Aboriginal people as emerging artists. The Torch continued
to provide support via video call and in line with their COVIDSafe Plan for
face-to-face visits. As at 30 June 2021, there were 229 participants in prison
and 157 accessing support post-release.

Pre- and post-release
support and reintegration
pathways

In Progress

Service innovations are being piloted or implemented as part of the extension
of the existing contract for reintegration support programs. This will inform
future service design and delivery. These include:
• Piloting new approaches to effectively measuring reintegration outcomes
through assessment of post-release reintegration needs at the Maribyrnong
Community Residential Facility in collaboration with Jesuit Social Services,
with promising feedback to date.
• Contracted service providers embedding specialist responses in postrelease service delivery, such as the use of head leasing by the Australian
Community Support Organisation (ACSO) in its housing support program;
the specialist disability worker and specialist housing worker at the Victorian
Association for the Care and Resettlement Of Offenders; and Jesuit Social
Services’ health specialist (nurse).
• A collaborative pilot run by ACSO and Prison Network, focusing on the
provision of additional pre-release support for women on remand at the
Dame Phyllis Frost Centre who have been referred to post-release support
but face a wait until their upcoming court hearing.
• The department and ACSO’s Common Client Reintegration Pilot, which
links post-release support into the new area-based local governance
arrangements at common client demonstration sites. This further supports
the integration of pre- and post-release services with whole of department
and whole of government client-focused initiatives.

Forensic alcohol and
other drugs (AOD)
service delivery model

In Progress

The department continued work with the Department of Health to implement
and expand the Forensic Service Delivery Model program for high-risk
offenders with AOD needs in the community. This includes expanding the
KickStart forensic AOD program to additional locations, and developing
targeted programs for key cohorts, including women and Aboriginal offenders
in the community.
The department continued to work with Department of Health to adjust
service delivery in line with COVID-19 restrictions, ensuring continued access to
treatment during periods of restrictions.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Employment
pathways program

In Progress

Four Employment Pathway Brokers (EPBs) continued to work across the state
during 2020–21 to develop partnerships with industries and agencies, to ensure
priority access for Corrections clients and young people.
A new Education, Training and Employment Strategy is being developed for
the corrections system and is due to be finalised later in 2021. This includes
further strengthening and embedding the EPB operating model in community
corrections, building on its successes which include innovative partnership
development and placement of justice clients into employment.
The EPBs have leveraged increased labour force demand resulting from
generational investment by government in the construction industry and
the Victorian Social Procurement Framework by placing justice clients with
construction companies. This has resulted in work opportunities in various roles
including labouring, traffic management and electrical work. These employment
placements build on local partnerships with Tertiary and Further Education
(TAFE) and local community partners which drive new programs and course
offerings that provide opportunities to upskill and obtain certification in areas
with employment demand.

Community corrections
system improvement

In Progress

In the 2021–22 State Budget, $14.4 million was allocated to:
• establish a central specialised team within CCS to provide oversight of case
management of high-risk offenders
• continue the Court Assessment and Prosecution Service at the Bail and
Remand Court
• the operation of the Maribyrnong Community Residential Facility for an
additional 12 months to address the risk of homelessness for men exiting prison.
In 2020–21, Corrections and Justice Services focused on policy, design, and
options to strengthen the management of high-risk complex community
correction orders while adapting to the challenges presented by COVID-19.
This included modifying remote service delivery, embedding central oversight,
responsiveness to escalation of risk and examining internal processes to
address non-compliance and encourage successful completion of orders.

Justice Assurance and
Review Office

In Progress

The department is committed to reviewing the Aboriginal Independent Prison
Visitor scheme and how it can best support Aboriginal prisoners.

Strengthening stakeholder partnerships
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Corrections Victoria
stakeholder engagement

In Progress

Strategic partnerships with industry and employers are being developed as
part of strengthening paid employment pathways for justice clients. Through
this work, employers have expressed an intention to consider partnering with
the department to place justice clients into employment, including through
Memoranda of Understanding. This will help to ensure that the design and
delivery of education, training and employment programs in prisons aligns
with employer expectations and real world job opportunities. This responds
to a key recommendation from the Parliamentary Inquiry into Sustainable
Employment for Disadvantaged Job Seekers
One CV Stakeholder Forum was held during 2020–21, chaired by the Acting
Commissioner and conducted online due to COVID-19 restrictions. In developing
and implementing its operational response to COVID-19, CV consulted with the
courts and key oversight bodies such as Ombudsman Victoria, Victoria Police,
legal peak bodies, and the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service.
CV worked with the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
from January to June 2021, to strengthen staff understanding and management
of human rights, through the delivery of intensive training for approximately
30 supervisors and Operations Managers. Additional group training was
delivered at Langi Kal Kal Prison; further targeted training is planned.
A workspace for Family Safety Victoria, to be used by CV Central Information
Point staff, went live on 19 June 2021, and is expected to create significant
efficiencies. It was developed through interagency collaboration with the
department, Family Safety Victoria, Department of Families, Fairness and
Housing (DFFH) and DPC.
Stakeholders and contracted program and service providers joined regular
localised forums during 2020–21 – mostly online – to collaborate on how to
adapt service delivery and program content and still provide programs and
services during COVID-19 restrictions.
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Supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Driving integrity and
supporting mental
health and wellbeing
in corrections

In Progress

A Cultural review of the adult custodial corrections system has been
announced, to help drive a safer, more inclusive environment for all staff.
The review will be conducted by a leadership team comprised of a panel of
independent expert advisers and the Review Lead – former Victorian Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commissioner Kristen Hilton. The review’s
Terms of Reference include consideration of options to drive cultural change
and promote appropriate behaviour that is consistent with a culturally safe
and integrity-based corrections system.
Implementation of the Prison Cultural Reform Strategy 2019–2022 continued in
2020–21, which is guiding strong governance and leadership, high workforce
standards and integrity in Corrections. Key activities under this framework
focused on supporting the health, safety, and wellbeing of staff. This has
included the adoption of the Victorian Government Mental Health & Wellbeing
Charter to protect employees from mental injury and illness and promote
mental wellbeing; providing access to effective psychological services for
all staff; developing minimum guidelines for the Staff Support Program; and
minimum training requirements to support staff members including Mental
Health First Aid as mandatory training.
A Peer Support Network was developed and implemented, integrated with the
department’s Mental Health First Aiders Network, as an additional support
function for staff.

Diversity in corrections
workforce

In Progress

The Terms of Reference for the Cultural review of the adult custodial
corrections system includes consideration of options to address workforce
skills and key capabilities (including leadership capability), and measures to
ensure appropriate and effective cultural support for Aboriginal staff. This will
support diversity in the corrections workforce.
Implementation of the Prison Cultural Reform Strategy 2019–2022 promotes
the ‘Draw the line’ campaign, encouraging positive and respectful behaviours
at all levels to ensure freedom from discrimination, harassment, and bullying.
Notably, Respect and Integrity Training for management and leadership teams
has been completed across all locations.
Two senior CV leaders chair and co-chair the Pride in Justice network.

Delivering evidence-based outcomes
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Improved corrections
practice

In Progress

The department has continued to pursue evidence-based approaches to
correctional practice. Evaluations undertaken during 2020–21 included reviews
of initiatives related to COVID-19, pilots to support prisoners with disability,
and programs to address problem behaviours in prisons. The Evaluation of
the Remote Case Management of Offenders by CCS, which was completed
in November 2020, found that most case management staff were able to
successfully continue case management remotely during the COVID-19
pandemic, and wished to continue this as an option for some offenders.
The Corrections Victoria Research Committee has continued to support
building the evidence base for correctional activity by enabling research
and evaluation initiatives led by external researchers from universities
across Australia.

Investing in technology and digital solutions
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Corrections IT data
system strategy

Completed

The CV IT Strategy document is now completed.
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Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Corrections Victoria
efficiency and budget
sustainability

In Progress

The focus across the prison system during 2020–21 was implementing
quarantine and isolation measures to reduce the risks of COVID-19. Various
strategies were explored to reduce prison expenditure and improve processes,
while maintaining a COVID-19 safe environment.

Strategically
accommodating
growth in demand

In Progress

An extensive infrastructure expansion program has been underway across the
prison system throughout 2020–21 to accommodate projected growth. A Prison
Network Configuration project commenced in early 2021 to align prison profiles
and prisoner pathways with projected requirements, taking into account the
increasing number of unsentenced prisoners and the ongoing need to support
COVID-related measures including quarantine.

Key achievements in 2020–21
The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

Maribyrnong Residential Facility
The Maribyrnong Community Residential Facility
(MCRF), which opened in June 2020, operated
throughout 2020–21 as a part of the department’s
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The facility
assists men engaged in the criminal justice
system who are homeless by providing somewhere
appropriate to live where they can comply with
COVID-19 restrictions. The former Maribyrnong
Immigration Detention Centre was repurposed by the
department in early 2020. MCRF can accommodate
up to 44 men, including those who have been released
at the end of their sentence, are on parole or are on a
Community Correction Order.
MCRF operates as a partnership between CV, G4S
and Jesuit Social Services, providing people with
housing stability that encourages residents to make
pro-social decisions to assist in their integration
into the community. To 30 June 2021, 74 men had
been accommodated at the facility since it opened.
They have been supported in completing vocational
training, obtaining their driver’s licence, employment,
private rental accommodation, and public housing.
Men have also improved relationships with family
members, completed family violence programs and
worked with Child Protection, which has enabled them
to return to the family home. A Community Advisory
Group was established in July 2020 which currently
meets bimonthly and keeps community members and
stakeholders informed on the operation of the facility.
Funding was received in the 2021–22 State Budget to
operate the facility until 30 June 2022.

Operational response to COVID-19
in prisons
Over 2020–21 the measures put in place to reduce the
risk of COVID-19 in Victorian correctional facilities were
continually adjusted to protect prisoners and staff
and to respond to emerging risks. The potential for
COVID-19 to spread in correctional and post-sentence
facilities remains an ongoing challenge; however, a
range of operational measures were introduced to
keep corrections facilities as safe as possible.
Over 2020–21 (to 30 June 2021), 2,406 adult prisoners
were tested and isolated due to displaying COVID
symptoms or COVID-related risk. Regardless of COVID
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risk, all newly admitted prisoners are swabbed on
arrival and on day 11. As at 30 June 2021, CV had
managed a total of 28 Victorian prisoners who tested
positive for COVID-19, including 24 after 1 July 2020,
without any known prisoner-to-prisoner transmission.
No prisoner tested positive between September 2020
and the end of the financial year.
186,760 video visits were conducted across public
and private prisons during 2020–21. Personal video
visits were first introduced during 2019–20 following
the cessation of contact visits as an infection control
measure.

Custodial facilities COVID-19
vaccination program
As part of Victoria’s response to COVID-19, the
department established an on-site COVID-19
vaccination program during 2021 across all adult
corrections and youth justice facilities. This program
is being delivered in partnership with the Department
of Health, local public health units and prison-based
health service providers. The program offers all staff
and clients, eligible under Phase 1b of the Australian
Government’s COVID-19 vaccination program, access
to COVID-19 vaccinations to protect the health and
wellbeing of all correctional staff and people in
custody. The program is delivered in accordance with
advice from the Australian Technical Advisory Group
on Immunisation.

Review of health care delivered to
Aboriginal prisoners
During 2020–21, as part of the departments
commitment to strengthening Aboriginal health care,
Justice Health facilitated a health risk review. The
review, conducted by prison based primary health care
providers, focused on addressing health concerns for
Aboriginal people with high health needs. The review
also provided an opportunity for health care providers
to engage in discussions about ways the health
provider could work with individuals to improve their
health care while in prison.
A series of workshops with prison health services and
Aboriginal Health Workers were also commenced
during this reporting period. The workshops aim to
build understanding and capability in relation to
integrated care planning through listening to the
experiences of Aboriginal people in custody. There
have been some delays in conducting these workshops
as a result of COVID-19 restrictions.

Enhancements to security measures
across custodial facilities
CV enhanced its contraband detection capability
through the installation of new drone detection
technology in November 2020 and new body-scanning
technology, which became operational between July
and November 2020.
Drone detection technology provides the capability
to detect drone incursions and enable correctional
facilities to immediately and appropriately respond at
all our maximum-security and most medium-security
prison locations. New millimetre wave and x-ray body
scanners have improved our gatehouse contraband
detection capability across all walled correctional
facilities. Both initiatives have improved contraband
detection efficacy and safety for prisoners and staff.

Wulgunggo Ngalu Bush Foods and
Nursery Project
Djakitjuk Djanga, a Victorian Traditional Owner
native food and botanicals strategy, was launched
in Gippsland Region in April 2021. The strategy
contributes to cultural strengthening and sustainability
of first nations people of Victoria. Wulgunggo Ngalu
Learning Place (WNLP) formed a partnership
with Gunai Kurnai Lands and Waters Aboriginal
Corporation (GLaWAC) and was awarded State
Government grant funding in early 2020 to refurbish
the hot house and garden area of the WNLP site and
commence propagating native bush foods under
cultural approval and guidance of the Traditional
Owners’ group.
The program aims to enhance the cultural learning of
WNLP participants through reconnection to country
and custodianship of the land. It also combines with
TAFE Gippsland educational training towards Cert II
in horticulture as well as building & construction units
to enhance future employment pathway opportunities
for participants. WNLP, in partnership with GLaWAC
and the Federation of Traditional Owners, hosted the
Minister for Agriculture, Mary-Anne Thomas on 14 April
2021 in advance of the launch.
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Effective supervision of children and young people
through the provision of youth justice services
promoting rehabilitation
This objective aims to promote opportunities for rehabilitation of children and young people in the youth justice
system and contribute to the reduction of crime in the community by providing a range of services including
diversion services, advice to courts, offence-related programs, and community-based and custodial supervision.

Corporate Plan initiatives and projects attributed to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Youth Justice Community
Support Service

Complete

In 2020–21 the Youth Justice Community Support Service supported around
500 young people to address their needs in metropolitan Melbourne and
regional Victoria. The service operated after hours and on weekends to
support young people at high-risk times and continued operation to support
young people during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Cherry Creek Youth
Justice facility

In Progress

In 2020–21 significant progress was made on building the new youth justice
facility at Cherry Creek. As at mid–2021, multiple building structures were
nearing completion, including the reception building. The mental health
building was well underway as were multiple accommodation units. More than
500,000 work hours had been completed on site by mid–2021, with an average
of over 400 workers on site every day.

Youth Justice custodial
operating philosophy,
model and practice
framework

Completed

In 2020–21 the Intensive Intervention Unit at Parkville and the new 32-bed
unit at Malmsbury were embedded in custodial operations. The Intensive
Intervention Unit supported a number of young people who required
significant support for their behaviour. The establishment of Community 3
led to a number of young people having access to a step-down facility that
focussed on building independence. The Community 3 unit has supported
young people to engage in self-directed activities to prepare them for their
transition back to community. This includes participation in education and
treatment programs, as well as independent living skills.

Youth Justice Strategic
Plan and new Youth
Justice Act

In Progress

Following the release of the Youth Justice Strategic Plan 2020–2030,
significant work and consultation has occurred to prepare for a standalone
Youth Justice Act.

Aboriginal Youth Justice
Social and Emotional
Wellbeing Strategy

In Progress

The development of the Aboriginal Social and Emotional Wellbeing Plan is
expected to commence in the second half of 2021. The Plan will align with the
Aboriginal Youth Justice Strategy. Development of this Plan remains a key
priority for 2021, along with development of cultural safety standards that will
apply to health services in Youth Justice.

Community Engagement
Officers

Completed

In 2020–21 community engagement officers located in the Southern and
Western metropolitan areas focussed on supporting young people from
South Sudanese backgrounds. They did this by engaging with local CALD
communities, and with families to focus on the strengths of young people
and help them achieve their youth justice supervision goals. In 2020–21
these officers played an instrumental role in supporting families during the
COVID-19 pandemic. The roles have also provided secondary consultation
to case managers and care teams. Further, these roles have developed and
maintained supportive links between justice agencies and CALD community
organisations, providing regular advice on justice issues impacting on
the African community and working with case managers to strengthen
cultural practice.

Embedding youth justice
reform in the regional
service delivery model

Completed

In 2020–21 the timeliness of case planning activities improved significantly. In
2020–21 97.2 per cent of young people on custodial orders and 92.1 per cent of
young people on supervised orders had an assessment and plan completed
within six weeks of the commencement of the order, which is well above results
in 2019–20.
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Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Aboriginal Youth
Justice Strategy

In Progress

In 2020–21 new funding was invested to further reduce the over-representation
of Aboriginal children and young people. This included expanding the
Community based Aboriginal Youth Justice Program. The department also
continued work with Aboriginal Justice Caucus to develop an Aboriginal Youth
Justice Strategy. The Strategy will drive future reforms to address Aboriginal
overrepresentation in Youth Justice.

Koori Youth Justice
Taskforce

Completed

The Koori Youth Justice Taskforce examined the care of 296 Aboriginal
children and young people under youth justice supervision between 1 October
2018 and 31 March 2019.

Children’s Court
Youth Diversion

Completed

The Children’s Court Youth Diversion is continuing to operate to provide a
pre-plea option for young people appearing before the criminal division of the
Children’s Court across Victoria.

Intensive case
management services

Completed

Case management services that intensively focus on young people’s offending
behaviour and increase their opportunities for rehabilitation continued
through 2020–21. Programs included some remote operations during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Evidence based
program development

Completed

Multisystemic Therapy (MST) and Functional Family Therapy (FFT) delivered
intensive, evidence-based services to families in Metropolitan Melbourne.
The programs also delivered critical support for families, including a high
number of families from CALD backgrounds, during the COVID-19 restrictions.
An evaluation of the programs in 2020–21 found that MST and FFT have been
successfully implemented and have strong stakeholder support. Preliminary
outcomes indicated that families who completed the programs saw a
reduction in offences and improvements in family functioning.

Youth Support Service

Completed

The 2020–21 State Budget provided an additional investment of $6.5 million
for the Youth Support Service to support an additional 1,479 young people
over four years. This new investment is addressing demand in metropolitan
Melbourne for diversion services.

Day programs for
youth in custody

Completed

In 2020–21 young people in custody had access to programs and services to
support their rehabilitation. This included education delivered by Parkville
College; youth offending programs; and new services to promote their life skills
and engagement with employment, such as a bee keeping program (Sweet
Justice) at Malmsbury, and the STREAT café at Parkville.

Strengthening stakeholder partnerships
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Custodial Facilities
Working Group

Completed

The Custodial Facilities Working Group met twice in 2020–21 and provided
expert advice on effective measures to address current and emerging issues
in the youth justice custodial system. The focus of the working group is the
safety, security and stability of youth justice custodial facilities, and the
effective rehabilitation of young people in custody.

Supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Youth justice workforce
development strategy

Completed

The 2020–21 State Budget invested over $7 million over two years to further
support the Youth Justice workforce. Workforce Plans were launched in
January 2021. The Workforce Plans support attraction and retention initiatives
and are helping the workforce to build the skills they need to undertake the
complex work they do day in and day out with young people.
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Key achievements in 2020–21
The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

Launched the Youth Justice Custodial
Workforce Plan
A Youth Justice Custodial Workforce Plan was launched
in early 2021, backed by $7.0 million in 2020–21 State
Budget funding. This plan includes initiatives to attract,
retain and build the capability of the Youth Justice
workforce. As part of the Workforce Plan, in 2020–21:
•

•

•

•

A team of behaviour support specialists has been
employed in Youth Justice Precincts to support
staff to address the behaviours of young people.
A new Certificate IV in Youth Justice has been
developed. The qualification will be mandatory for
all new entry level staff, with existing staff strongly
encouraged to complete the qualification.
New training programs including working with
young people from CALD backgrounds, leadership
training, practice coaching and forums were run.
Restorative practice is being embedded into
custodial operations.

Supporting Aboriginal children and
young people
The 2020–21 State Budget included an extra
$11.898 million in culturally specific services and
programs to help change the lives of at-risk Aboriginal
young people and children and further reduce their
over-representation in the youth justice system.
This funding has expanded the Community based
Aboriginal Youth Justice Program by employing
another eight staff to work as Aboriginal Youth Justice
workers in locations throughout the state. The funding
is also being directed to provide gender specific
support for Aboriginal young women.
The funding is re-establishing Balit Ngalu, a dedicated
legal service for Aboriginal young people. In 2020–21
the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service was contracted
to deliver this service.
The Koorie Youth Council was also contracted to
lead the ‘Amplifying the Voice of Aboriginal children’
initiative to engage the voices of Aboriginal children
and young people in the improving youth justice
services and programs.
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Supporting young people’s housing
needs through Kids Under Cover
In 2020–21 the Kids Under Cover initiative offered
young people at risk with the opportunity for a place
to call home. This initiative provides one and twobedroom studios at the home of the young person’s
family or a guardian. This gives a young person a
secure and stable place to live in while remaining
connected to their loved ones.
All young people who receive a studio are also eligible
for scholarship funding for textbooks, school activities
and travel costs for school or training. Fifteen per cent
of people accessing homelessness services in 2019–20
were aged 15 to 24. Key drivers include overcrowding
and poor housing conditions. The program’s first
resident moved into their new home in April 2021.

A fair and accessible justice system that supports
confidence in the Victorian community
This objective relates to the provision of and access to justice services that support legal processes and law
reform. Services that support legal processes include legal assistance and education services, prosecution
services and the delivery of independent, expert forensic medical services to the justice system. Other services
that contribute to this objective include legal policy advice to government, law reform, dispute resolution and
initiatives focusing on crime prevention and supporting Aboriginal people in the criminal justice system.

Corporate Plan 2019–2023 initiatives and projects aligned to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Policy and delivery priorities
Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Aboriginal Community
Justice Panels

In Progress

The expansion of the Aboriginal Justice Panels has been paused to allow the
review of the Aboriginal Community Justice Panels as recommended by the
Deputy State Coroner to be complete. The review is now complete and will
inform program enhancements and further expansion.

Aboriginal Justice
Agreement Phase 4
(AJA4)

In Progress

Burra Lotjpa Dunguluga implementation continued with over 90 per cent of
the activities detailed in the AJA4 either complete or in progress. Activities
span the four outcomes framework domains and include enhancing existing
programs, developing new program responses and progressing key policy and
legislative reform.

Place-based
intervention pilots

In Progress

Through the Social Recovery Reform Committee government endorsed the
Common Clients and Social Recovery Reform, which included a statewide
rollout of Local Site Executive Committees (LSECs). LSECs are established
as a partnership between DFFH and the department and as they mature,
membership is expanded to include DET, Victoria Police and local sector
partners.
This local governance model builds on the success of four pilot LSECs
established in 2020. These sites are in Goulburn, Central Highlands, Southern
Melbourne and Brimbank-Melton. Establishment activities are underway
for the remaining areas of the state. LSECs are collaborating to identify
priority local cohorts, reform opportunities and specific initiatives to improve
client outcomes.

Disability Action and
Cultural Diversity plans

In progress

The department’s Disability Action Plan 2019–22 and Cultural Diversity Plan
2017–21 remain current. Planning has commenced for the development of
the next Disability Action Plan 2022–25 and Multicultural Action Plan 2022–25
(formerly Culture Diversity Plan). Planning is taking into consideration broader
inquiries and legislative reforms.

Regional service
delivery and community
partnerships – culturally
and linguistically diverse
communities

In Progress

The Loddon Mallee Sheriffs attend the Bendigo Community Health Services
Roadsafe Program meetings with the Karen Burmese refugee community.
The Manager presents, with the use of an interpreter, on the differences
between Victoria Police and Sheriffs officers and answers questions from
the community.

Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Aboriginal Dispute
Resolution Team

In Progress

The Aboriginal Dispute Resolution program empowers Aboriginal people
through culturally appropriate training to manage conflict effectively and
resolve disputes. The training provides culturally safe and appropriate
methods for managing conflict. During the COVID-19 State of Emergency,
delivery of the program was suspended and staff from the program took
secondments to other organisations. With the return of some staff, planning
has been undertaken to re-establish the team and then to consult with
community to recommence service delivery.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Review of National
Cabinet, Ministerial
Councils and Forums

Complete

The Conran Review of Ministerial Councils was accepted by National Cabinet
on 23 October 2020. As a result, there are no longer any ongoing justice
portfolios. Four out of the six justice portfolio forums were disbanded in
February 2021 (Consumer Affairs Forum; Ministerial Council on Police and
Emergency Management; Meeting of Commonwealth, State and Territory
Ministers for Industrial Relations and Work, Health and Safety; and the
Corrective Services Ministers Conference). Two forums are now time-limited
and are focused on only two-to-three priorities over their 12-month lifespans
(the Meeting of Attorneys General and the Ministers’ Redress Scheme
Governance Board).
While the Review has been completed and enacted, work is ongoing to
understand and respond to the full impacts of the Review. This includes
development of alternate pathways to work with other jurisdictions and ensure
critical national work is progressed, considering new ways to work effectively
within the existing governance structures, and ensuring that Victorian policy
priorities are progressed in the new intergovernmental landscape.

Traditional Owner
Settlement Act 2010
(the Act)

In Progress

The State continued negotiations towards agreement in principle on
settlement packages with three Traditional Owner Groups. Signed agreements
are expected by end 2021. Implementation of two other agreements continued.

The Baroona Youth
Healing Service
Redevelopment

Completed

The Baroona Youth Healing Service Redevelopment work is well underway. The
redevelopment work includes a review of the program model to accommodate
young women as well as young men as an alternative to remand and an
upgrade the current site to increase the service bed capacity from six to 15.

Focusing on victims and survivors
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Promoting a victimIn Progress
survivor focus in policy and
program design

Work continued with the Victims of Crime Consultative Committee providing
a forum for victims of crime, justice agencies and victims of crime services
to discuss improvements to policies, practices and service delivery, including
the design of the new Financial Assistance Scheme for victims of crime and
consultations on key legislative reforms including amendments to the Judicial
Proceedings Reports Act 1958, and development of a new Youth Justice Act.

Family Violence Scheme
(FVS)

An independent statutory review of the FVS found that the scheme is an
innovative response to family violence impacts within the fines system and
has reduced the disproportionate impact of fines on victim survivors. The
review made eight recommendations to further enhance the scheme. The
department has accepted all eight recommendations and is continuing to
develop the FVS to ensure it meets the needs of the community and victim
survivors. The department has developed and finalised a Guide to the Family
Violence Scheme, which provides information to help people to understand
and access the scheme.

In Progress

Strengthening stakeholder partnerships
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Stakeholder engagement
capability tool

In Progress

The department has commenced development of the Stakeholder
Engagement Framework and initiatives to support stakeholder engagement
capabilities and capacities across the department including:
• a suite of capability uplift initiatives
• an evaluation strategy
• safety planning tools for staff and stakeholders when participating in
engagement
• a Lived Experience Framework and guidance for inclusive, accessible and
equitable engagement
• a Stakeholder Engagement Executive level steering committee has been
formed as well as a department wide Community of Practice.

Review of Traditional
Owner Settlement Act
2010 policy and legislative
framework
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In Progress

The First Principles Review of the policy and legislative framework continued
in partnership with Traditional Owners. Some delay was experienced as a
result of COVID-19 restrictions but numerous in-principle recommendations
were reached on improvements to the Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010
framework.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Wage theft reforms

In Progress

The Wage Theft Act 2020, including new wage theft offences, commenced on 1
July 2021 and is enforced by the Wage Inspectorate of Victoria. The 2021–2022
Budget allocated $9.6 million over four years to establish an early intervention
fast-track model in the Industrial Division of the Magistrates’ Court to make
recovery of unpaid employee entitlements easier.

Supporting priorities
Delivering evidence-based outcomes
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

AJA4 Monitoring,
Evaluation and
Learning Framework

In Progress

The framework was completed in 2020–21 and implementation has
commenced. Aboriginal ways of knowing and doing are reflected in the
framework as are Aboriginal measures of success.

Judge alone trials

Complete

Temporary provisions allowing the Supreme and County Courts to order
judge alone criminal trials were introduced as a response to the challenges
presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. The temporary provisions commenced
in April 2020 and ended on 26 April 2021. A limited number of criminal jury trials
resumed in Melbourne on 16 November 2020, and the courts’ ability to progress
jury trials is subject to the prevailing public health restrictions.

Key achievements in 2020–21
The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

Pathway for Victorians to resolve
Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT) disputes involving
federal jurisdiction
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal and
Other Acts Amendment (Federal Jurisdiction and
Other Matters) Act 2021 passed Victorian Parliament in
August 2021, creating a pathway for parties to resolve
disputes that VCAT cannot hear for constitutional
reasons. Recent High Court and Victorian Court of
Appeal decisions left many Victorians without legal
recourse because it made clear that VCAT cannot
hear ‘federal jurisdiction matters’, such as disputes
between residents of different states (for example,
between a Victorian tenant and an interstate
landlord). The Act overcomes this significant access
to justice issue by creating new processes that enable
affected parties to resolve these kinds of disputes in
the Magistrates’ Court. The Act also confirms that past
VCAT decisions involving federal jurisdiction matters
remain effective. Such measures give affected parties
much needed certainty and ensures that Victorians
can continue to have their federal jurisdiction matters
resolved in a way that is as accessible, low cost and
user-friendly as possible. The department consulted
extensively with the Magistrates’ Court and VCAT,
as well as key legal and industry stakeholders, to
ensure that these technical reforms are workable
and effective.

Police Informants Royal Commission
Response
The department is leading the government’s response
to the Royal Commission into the Management of
Police Informants, which delivered its final report on
30 November 2020. In May 2021, government released

its response and implementation plan in which it
reiterated its commitment to implementing all 54
of the Commission’s recommendations directed
towards it. In line with that commitment, government
has already delivered all 5 recommendations with
3- and 6-month timeframes, including appointing Sir
David Carruthers as the Implementation Monitor to
independently assess and report on implementation
progress. Significant work is underway to deliver the
remaining recommendations directed to Government
within the Commission’s indicative timeframes,
including the recent appointment of former Judge
of the High Court, Justice Geoffrey Nettle AC QC as
Special Investigator to investigate possible criminal
conduct associated with Victoria Police’s use of Nicola
Gobbo as a human source.

Reforms to the Judicial Proceedings
Reports Act 1958
In November 2020, the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Act 2020
introduced reforms to the Judicial Proceedings
Reports Act 1958 (JPRA) to make it easier for victimsurvivors of sexual offences to tell their stories if they
wish. Since 1991, it has been an offence under JPRA to
publish material likely to identify a victim-survivor of a
sexual offence. The offence applies once a complaint
about a sexual offence is made to the police. Following
consultation with victim-survivors, their advocates
and other key stakeholders, the reforms amended
the JPRA to clarify and simplify when and how
identifying information about victim-survivors of
sexual offences can be lawfully published. Importantly,
the law continues to protect the privacy of victimsurvivors who do not wish to be identified. The reforms
also included interim changes to the law on the
identification of sexual offence victims who have died.
The Judicial Proceedings Reports Amendment Act 2021
received royal assent in September 2021 and amends
the JPRA to improve and clarify how the law applies to
deceased victims of sexual offences.
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Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) Additional legal
assistance services and information
communication technology upgrades
During the early part of the pandemic, VLA received
additional legal assistance funding to support its work,
and to upgrade technology to provide remote services.
This additional funding was pivotal in helping VLA to
continue to provide services to the community and
ensuring clients could still access legal assistance.
The funding also supported VLA’s transition to work
from home arrangements for its staff, providing
the necessary support to ensure they had the right
equipment and could continue to do their work safely.
The funding also assisted in setting up a digital
mailroom, deploying iPads to all offices for clients to
access online hearings, and installing our visitor and
contractor management system (LinkSafe). These
initiatives have ensured VLA has continued to safely
provide services to the community.

In March 2021, Victorian Parliament passed the Spent
Convictions Act 2021 to establish a framework to
control disclosure of criminal record information.
The Act will enable individuals who have committed
an offence but have demonstrated an ability to
rehabilitate by completing a period of crime-free
behaviour of ten years for adults, or five years for
a child or young person, to be eligible to have their
conviction spent.
The Act supports reintegration and rehabilitation
of cohorts who are disproportionately represented in
the criminal justice system and face discrimination
due to criminal record information, including
Aboriginal people.
The Act commences on 1 December 2021 and an
application process for serious convictions coming into
effect on 1 July 2022.

Change or Suppression Practices

Public Drunkenness legislation

The Change or Suppression (Conversion) Practices
Prohibition Act 2021 fulfils a government commitment
to denounce and prohibit change or suppression
practices (sometimes referred to as “conversion
practices”). Change or suppression practices are
harmful practices that seek to change or suppress an
individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity.

The Summary Offences Amendment
(Decriminalisation of Public Drunkenness) Act 2021
passed the Victorian Parliament on 19 February 2021
and will come into effect by 7 November 2022.

The Act establishes a civil response scheme within
the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission, empowering them to consider and
resolve reported allegations of change or suppression
practices. Responses to reports of such practices
will be survivor-led and trauma informed, focusing
on education and facilitation processes. The Act
also introduces new criminal offences relating to
change or suppression practices. These offences
apply to persons who engage in forms of change
or suppression practices that cause serious
injury or injury, persons who advertise change or
suppression practices, and persons who take other
persons from Victoria for the purpose of a change
or suppression practice.

COVID-19 legislation
The Justice Legislation Amendment (System
Enhancements and Other Matters) Act 2021 made a
range of temporary measures permanent that were
introduced in response to the COVID-19 pandemic –
enshrining these sensible improvements throughout
the justice system and helping courts to reduce the
backlog of cases. These include facilitating courts to
hear a wider range of matters via AVL or audio link,
modified arrangements for the filing and serving
of documents and enabling electronic signing and
online witnessing of legal documents. The Act also
extended other critical COVID-19 mitigation measures,
which would have otherwise lapsed in April 2021, such
as COVID-19 response provisions in correctional and
youth justice facilities.
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Decriminalising public drunkenness is consistent with
the recommendations of the Deputy State Coroner
from the Inquest into the death of Tanya Day and
of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody. It is also a testament to decades of work and
activism by the Aboriginal community.
Implementation of trials will be undertaken from
late 2021.

Aboriginal Justice Forums
The Aboriginal Justice Forum was held online
for the first time in its 21-year history due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. During 2020–21, two forums were
successfully held online and one in-person forum was
held in Horsham.
The Aboriginal Justice Forum brings together
senior members of the Aboriginal community and
government departments to progress and oversee the
implementation of Burra Lotjpa Dunguludja: Aboriginal
Justice Agreement phase 4.

Property transfer and funding for
Dja Dja Wurrung Corporate and
Community Centre
The department and Dja Dja Wurrung entered
into a funding agreement and advanced planning
approvals to build the Dja Dja Wurrung Corporate and
Community Centre on surplus Crown land, following
the November 2020 budget announcement. It will be
the office, keeping place for artifacts, laboratory and
business hub for Dja Dja Wurrung people as well as a
destination for arts and cultural events in Bendigo. The
Centre recognises their standing as the Traditional
Owners of the Loddon-Mallee region and enhances
their ability to make decisions on and care for their
country, and self-determine their future.

Victorians are protected with equal opportunities, secure
identities, information freedoms and privacy rights
This objective aims to support the Victorian community through the provision of services relating to rights and
equal opportunity, advocacy and guardianship for Victorians with a disability or mental illness and support for
victims of crime. This objective supports identity protection of Victorians through life event registration, protection
of children through adoption services and risk assessments for those working with or caring for children. The
objective also contributes to public sector integrity, information freedoms and privacy protection of Victorians.

Corporate Plan 2019–2023 initiatives and projects aligned to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Policy and delivery priorities
Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Establishment of the
National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
Worker Screening Scheme

Completed

The department implemented Victoria’s commitment to develop nationally
consistent legislated worker screening for people providing NDIS supports
and services. The Worker Screening Act 2020, which establishes NDIS worker
screening and continues the Working with Children check, was passed by
the Victorian Parliament on 29 October 2020 and commenced on 1 February
2021. In late 2020, a Regulatory Impact Statement for the Worker Screening
Regulations 2021 was completed. Development of the supporting IT systems
and interface with the NDIS national database was also completed in time for
commencement on 1 February 2021.

Intersectionality
framework

In Progress

Work was undertaken to determine an approach and scope for the
development of an Intersectionality Strategy. A consultation plan and
communications plan are in development for delivery of the Strategy in 2022.

LGBTIQ+ justice strategy

In Progress

A departmental Intersectionality Strategy is in the design phase to be delivered in
June 2022. An LGBTIQ+ Action Plan will come under the intersectionality strategy
for delivery in November 2022. Work has commenced on developing a project
plan for the LGBTIQ+ Action Plan which will take into consideration the whole of
Victorian Government LGBTIQ+ Strategy as well as the Intersectionality Strategy.

Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Adoption services reform

In Progress

Under the new statewide operating model, the department has assumed the
guardianship of all children placed for adoption.
The department continues to fund services to support parents considering
placing children for adoption and to support families where children have
been placed for adoption. The contracts for the adoption agencies have been
extended for 12 months from October 2021.

Focusing on victims and survivors
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Family violence reform

In Progress

Work continues to roll out Royal Commission into Family Violence
recommendations, with 88 of the 100 Justice-led recommendations now
implemented. In 2020, the department contributed to efforts to coordinate the
Rolling Action Plan 2020–23 and are now implementing activities under the plan.
The Office of Family Violence Principal Practitioner has delivered Foundational
Family Violence Training to a total of 3,301 departmental staff since 2018. This
represents 32 per cent of the departmental workforce.
The Office supported the department’s workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic
with remote delivery of the Foundational Family Violence Training, providing
advice to managers, supporting a staff member experiencing family violence who
is working remotely, and helping Corrections and Justice Services to design and
deliver the Managing Perpetrators of Family Violence Workshop (COVID-19).
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Statewide Family
Violence Steering
Committee

In Progress

The Family Violence Reform Advisory Group has replaced the statewide
family violence steering committee. The Group provides advice to the Minister
for Prevention of Family Violence and government departments on the
Rolling Action Plan 2020–2023 and the 10-year plan, with Deputy Secretary
attendance at meetings.

Victims of Crime
Consultative Committee

In Progress

The new victim representatives on the Victims of Crime Consultative Committee
completed a four-part induction program in early 2020–21 and the Committee
met on several occasions throughout 2020–21 to continue to promote the interests
of victims of crime in the administration of the justice system. The Committee
has also developed a Strategic Program of Activity for its current term.

Financial assistance
scheme for victims
of crime

In Progress

Work is well underway to design and build a new administrative Financial
Assistance Scheme to replace the current judicial system at the Victims
of Crime Assistance Tribunal. The whole of Victorian Government Steering
Committee continued to meet throughout 2020–21 to progress key policy
design of the new Financial Assistance Scheme and extensive consultation
was undertaken across various sectors, including the family violence, sexual
assault and legal sector and with victim representatives.

Victim support

In Progress

The Critical Incident Framework was finalised and a draft Operations Manual
for Critical Incident Response was developed in 2020–21. Victims Services,
Support and Reform staff underwent training and desktop exercises in
implementing a specialist critical incident response.

New victim submissions
and notification process

In Progress

In 2020–21, the department continued to promote the Victims Register with
key criminal justice agencies and victim support services. Work is underway
to improve application forms for the Victims Register. These changes will
enable ease of access for victims wanting to apply for inclusion on the
Victims Register and will be included on the Victims of Crime website in
both downloadable and online versions. They are written in plain English
and simplify the process for victims who want to be notified about sentence
information relating to a person who has offended against them.

National redress
scheme for institutional
child sexual abuse

In Progress

The department continues to coordinate the Victorian Government’s role in
the National Redress Scheme as a participating institution and a partner in
the Scheme’s governance framework. The department has finalised a whole
of Victorian Government policy to make joining the Scheme a condition of
receiving Victorian Government funding. The department also led a Victorian
Government submission to the Second Anniversary Review of the Scheme
aimed at improving survivors’ experiences of accessing redress.

Supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Expanded role of
sheriff’s officers

In Progress

The Police Legislation Amendment Bill 2020 made amendments to the Sheriff
Act 2009 and the Family Violence Protection Act 2008 giving effect to the Royal
Commission into Family Violence recommendation 56. Enabling legislation
came into force on 3 May 2021 and provides Sheriff’s officers with the requisite
authority to serve Family Violence Intervention Order applications for the
duration of the trial. The trial will run in a regional and metropolitan area for
a 12-month period and will be confined to service of low-risk Family Violence
Intervention Order applications. Sheriff’s officers will receive Multi Agency Risk
Assessment and Management Framework training and a formal evaluation
will be undertaken at the conclusion of the trial. The trial design and
implementation planning is being developed and informed by participating
stakeholders including Magistrates’ Court of Victoria, The Sheriff’s Office
Victoria and Victoria Police. Family Safety Victoria is also informing the design
model of the trial to ensure victim survivor safety is priority.

Family Violence Workforce
Development Strategy

In Progress

In 2020–21, further work was undertaken to develop an implementation plan
for the Family Violence Workforce Development Strategy. The implementation
plan is being developed in consultation with the department’s business units
ensuring it aligns with and supports work underway. Key activity under the
strategy and implementation plan is expected to be delivered in 2021–22.

Family violence training
across the department

In Progress

In 2020–21, delivery of the Foundational Family Violence Training and
Managers-specific Family Violence Training continued via remote delivery
due to the pandemic. A total of 3,301 staff across the department have now
completed this important training.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Family Violence MultiAgency Risk Assessment
and Management
Framework

In Progress

In 2020–21, the Family Violence Multi-Agency Risk Assessment and
Management Framework continued to provide guidance to organisations that
have family violence risk assessment and management responsibilities. The
department further incorporated the Framework into responding to family
violence with, requiring organisations within the Framework to annually report
on their alignment activities.

Family violence evaluation
recommendations

In Progress

The Building Family Violence Capacity Evaluation Project continued to support
business areas in planning or conducting evaluation activity related to a Royal
Commission into Family Violence recommendation. Work included:
• development of resources for departmental policies and standards for
family violence evaluation
• guidelines and a new E-Learn for staff new to evaluation
• provision of family violence research updates to public sector staff working
in family violence
• management of key evaluations of individual recommendations.
The Project continues to deliver on its key objectives, and due to its success,
has secured further funding to ensure its continuation until June 2023.

Rainbow Tick accreditation In Progress

The Steering Committee and Working Group continued to progress activities
required to achieve Rainbow Tick accreditation for all Victim Services, Support
and Reform services and staff. Key activities throughout 2020–21 included staff
training in LGBTIQ+ awareness, document audits and undertaking building
inspections to ensure compliance with the Rainbow Tick standards.

Driving productivity
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Support local workforce

In Progress

Victim Services, Support and Reform met with Bushfire Recovery Victoria to
commence transition of the function of support for bereaved families in a
bushfire response. Links have been established between Bushfire Recovery
Victoria and local service delivery with two Victim Assistance Programs now
delivering bereavement services along with Bushfire Recovery Victoria.

Investing in technology and digital solutions
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Service Victoria and
Working with Children
Checks

Complete

Individuals have had the option of making an end-to-end new Working with
Children Check online application through Service Victoria since May 2020.
From June 2021, more than 50% of applicants have been redirected to the
Service Victoria application pathway.

Key achievements in 2020–21
The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

Reforming the fundamentals – New
Finance Assistance Scheme
The new Victims of Crime Financial Assistance Scheme is
a major systems’ reform. It sets up a new administrative
scheme that will replace the current judicial model
administered by the Victims of Crime Assistance
Tribunal. Key features of the new scheme include
offering victim survivors more timely decision making;
simpler, more transparent and consistent application
processes; and assistance that reduces traumatisation.
Throughout 2020–21, a whole of Victorian Government
Steering Committee supported the policy design
and development of the new scheme, new laws were
introduced to support addressing the current backlog of
Victims of Crime Assistance Tribunal applications, and
extensive consultation on key features of the scheme
was undertaken with stakeholders, including victim
representatives of the Victims of Crime Consultative

Committee. Work on the legislation that will enable the
Financial Assistance Scheme to operate is progressing.

Innovation in supporting victims
of crime – Child Witness Service,
Intermediaries Program and Virtual
Court Support Program
During 2020–21, work commenced to implement
recommendations of the Child Witness Services Review
conducted by the Centre for Innovation Justice at
RMIT University. The recommendations aim to improve
the current service approach by expanding access to
underrepresented priority groups. The Virtual Court
Support Program was also established in 2020–21
to allow the Child Witness Service and Intermediary
Program to provide flexible options for victims and
witnesses to engage safely in court hearings online. The
program involves securing suitable premises to provide
additional remote witness rooms as well as providing
technical support to enable delivery of these services
in the virtual environment. The Intermediaries Program
was also made ongoing following a successful pilot.
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Introduction of arbitration powers for
the Accident Compensation Conciliation
Service
The Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation
Amendment (Arbitration) Act 2021 allowed the Accident
Compensation Conciliation Service (ACCS) to hear and
make binding determinations on disputes not resolved
by conciliation. The Act delivers fairer outcomes by
providing a simpler and cheaper alternative to court,
leading to faster resolution of disputes. The new laws
will give workers the choice to have their matter instead
arbitrated by the ACCS.

Establishment of the Ministerial Taskforce
on Workplace Sexual Harassment
Announced on 8 March 2021, the Ministerial Taskforce
on Workplace Sexual Harassment has been
established to consult on and develop reforms that
prevent and better respond to sexual harassment
in Victorian workplaces and provide advice to
government for consideration by the end of the
year. The Taskforce is co-chaired by Parliamentary
Secretary for Workplace Safety Bronwyn Halfpenny MP
and Chair of the Equal Workplaces Advisory Council
and experienced workplace injury lawyer, Liberty
Sanger. Membership includes union, employer, legal
and at-risk group representatives.

Work to improve coordination of supports
for people with disability in contact with
the justice system and resolve problems
at the NDIS and justice system interface
A number of initiatives were delivered to improve
Victoria’s approach to forensic disability supports,
including advocacy and working in partnership with the
Commonwealth to address challenges at the interface of
the NDIS and the justice system. The team also convened
the Disability Justice Operational Forum, a community
of practice environment for discussion and engagement
across the interface of the Victorian Justice System and
the NDIS, with the aim of bringing the voice of people
with disability with lived experience of being in the justice
system, into policy and service design.

Integrity Policy & Performance
To assist Victoria’s independent integrity agencies to
continue to operate effectively during the COVID-19
pandemic and beyond, the department developed
and implemented the COVID-19 Omnibus (Emergency
Measures) (Integrity Entity) Regulations 2020 and
contributed to the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Systems Enhancements and other Matters) Act
2021. These updated a number of the agencies’
processes, including allowing them to serve documents
electronically, share documents by secure electronic
means and examine witnesses remotely.
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Victorian Government Response and
Implementation Plan to the Royal
Commission into the Management of
Police Informants
The department delivered the Victorian Government
Response and Implementation Plan to the Royal
Commission into the Management of Police
Informants. The department included the section
responding to Recommendation 61 – the systemic
review of police oversight, which incorporates the
government’s response to the Independent Broadbased Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) Parliamentary
Committee’s 2018 ‘Inquiry into the external oversight
of police corruption and misconduct in Victoria’. The
systemic review of police oversight is underway with
public consultation commencing later this year and
legislation to be delivered in this term of government.

Establishment of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker
Screening Scheme
Completed work to implement Victoria’s commitment
to develop legislated worker screening for people
providing NDIS supports and services. The Worker
Screening Act 2020, which establishes NDIS worker
screening and continues the Working with Children
check, was passed by the Victorian Parliament on
29 October 2020 and commenced on 1 February
2021. In 2020, a Regulatory Impact Statement for the
Worker Screening Regulations 2021 was completed.
Development of the supporting IT systems and interface
with the NDIS national database was also completed.

Adoption Services Reform
Prior to July 2020 Victoria was the only jurisdiction in
Australia where the majority of adoptions were arranged
by non-government agencies with little government
oversight. While the department continues to fund
services to support parents considering placing children
for adoption and to support families where children have
been placed for adoption, the Secretary now assumes
the guardianship of all such children. The impact of
this reform is better oversight of vulnerable children,
better mechanisms of ensuring that all people wanting
to adopt are treated fairly and greater transparency of
the quality of services funded by government.

Integrated Service Victoria’s Level of
Assurance 3 digital identity verification
solution
The Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages (BDM)
successfully integrated Service Victoria’s Level of
Assurance 3 digital identity verification solution within
the ‘get a birth certificate’ transaction in March 2021.
Service Victoria’s digital Identity Verification solution
verifies a person’s identity to the highest standard
that is digitally possible, reducing BDM’s identity fraud
risk when compared to the previous knowledgebased authentication solution. Service Victoria’s
digital identity verification solution has also led to
an increase in the total percentage of ‘get a birth
certificate’ applicants that were able to successfully
prove their identity online.

A fair marketplace for Victorian consumers and
businesses with responsible and sustainable liquor and
gambling sectors
This objective relates to harm minimisation through the regulation of the gambling and liquor industries. This
objective promotes the empowerment of consumers and businesses to know their rights and responsibilities
to promote a well-functioning market economy through regulation and support to consumers and businesses.
There is a specific focus on the needs of vulnerable and disadvantaged consumers.

Corporate Plan 2019–2023 initiatives and projects aligned to this objective
Each initiative in the Corporate Plan aligns to a policy and delivery or supporting priority in the department’s
Statement of Direction (refer to page 6). Status and progress updates on the initiatives and projects associated
with this objective during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Policy and delivery priorities
Integrating services and tailoring them for local communities
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Consumer law
compliance in the
solar energy industry

Completed

The department worked to stop false and misleading representations in
the solar industry and increase trader compliance with consumer laws. We
investigated 10 matters referred to us by Solar Victoria this year, nine of
which were retained for intelligence purposes and one investigation remains
active. This initiative has been completed and matters relating to breaches of
consumer law in the solar energy sector have been absorbed into businessas-usual practices.

Office for the
Commissioner of
Residential Tenancies

In Progress

The Commissioner continued to work directly with renters, service providers,
industry, and the government to identify and address systemic issues in
the rental sector, particularly the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the full implementation of the 2018 rental reforms. The Commissioner’s
inaugural annual snapshot of the rental sector was launched by the Minister
for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation in October 2020. The
Commissioner has also commenced work with relevant partners on systemic
issues affecting vulnerable renter cohorts such as Aboriginal renters and
renters with a disability.

Prioritising Victorians in need
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Implement reforms
to the Residential
Tenancies Act 1997

Completed

The reforms came into effect on 29 March 2021, offering a fairer and safer
rental market for both renters and rental providers. The start date was delayed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the new laws came into effect immediately
after the cessation of the rental eviction moratorium. The department
continues to monitor the impact of these changes on the market and the
community.

Retirement Villages
Act 1986

In Progress

Following the commencement of a review into the Retirement Villages Act 1986
in 2019–2020, an Options Paper was released for public consultation in March
2021. This nine-week consultation was supported by a range of engagement
activities including two webinars aimed at reaching residents and operators
of retirement villages across the state. Over 270 submissions to the Options
Paper were received. These submissions will inform the government’s
consideration of next steps for delivering better protections for retirement
village residents.
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Strengthening stakeholder partnerships
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Review of the Liquor
Control Reform Act 1998

In Progress

The first phase of the review of the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 resulted in
the Liquor and Gambling Legislation Amendment Act 2018. The department
consulted with key stakeholders in 2020–21 on possible reforms to the Liquor
Control Reform Act 1998 as part of the second phase of the review. The
second phase of the review was completed in 2020–21 and resulted in the
Liquor Control Reform Amendment Bill 2021 being introduced into Victorian
Parliament on 22 June 2021. The Bill, if passed, will amend the Liquor Control
Reform Act 1998 to introduce reforms to strengthen harm minimisation
measures, reduce regulatory burden and red tape for industry and provide
flexibility to support licensees during a future state of emergency.

Gambling licences
project

In Progress

In 2020–21, the department concluded its evaluation of the keno licence
expressions of interest and recommended to the minister whom to invite
to apply for a new keno licence(s), which the minister did in 2020–21. The
department also sought and received expressions of interest in a new
wagering and betting licence(s) to commence from August 2024. The
Consumer and Other Acts Miscellaneous Amendments Act 2021 containing
changes to the key keno licence terms and wagering and betting licensing
process received Royal Assent in February 2021.

Regulation of internetbased bookmakers

In Progress

The department worked with key government and industry stakeholders to
map regulatory functions for Victorian bookmakers and identify issues to
inform future policy options.

Supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Ballarat GovHub

Completed

On 28 June 2021, the Information and Disputes Services Centre concluded the
transition of 105 employees into the new Ballarat GovHub, finalising a four year
transition of the activities and employees from Melbourne to this important
regional hub.

Investing in technology and digital solutions
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Consumer Affairs
Victoria’s single regulatory
operating system

In Progress

The department continued to progress its technology transformation
agenda and has expanded CAV’s digital first service to enable fundraisers
to significantly reduce their reporting requirements following amendments
to the Fundraising Act 1998. CAV also implemented a rental non-compliance
register which displays information about rental providers who are the subject
of a VCAT breach order or prosecuted under the Residential Tenancies Act
1997, and a rent special account and associated system that holds rent money
which is withheld from a rental provider following a VCAT order.
The other significant digital solution that was rolled out this year was
the Professional Engineers Registration scheme. This scheme has been
incorporated into the myCAV operating system and enables online
transactions that allow an estimated 25,000 new professional engineers apply
for registration and manage their new regulatory obligations. Approximately
4,000 building engineers previously registered under the Building Act 1993,
were automatically transferred across to the myCAV system. Remaining
engineers across five areas will be required to register progressively over the
next two-and-a-half years.
Further work continues on replacing multiple legacy ICT systems with one
unified digital platform (myCAV) to simplify compliance for businesses.
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Key achievements in 2020–21

YourPlay pre-commitment scheme

The key achievements associated with this objective
for 2020–21 are outlined below.

The department introduced the YourPlay precommitment scheme in 2015, which gives people the
ability to track their spending on gaming machines,
including by setting time and money limits. An
evaluation was conducted and the government agreed
to implement the 23 recommendations specified in
the report to strengthen the YourPlay scheme. Whilst
there was an impact on the project due to COVID-19, in
2020–21 the department has commenced work on the
implementation of the recommendations which are
expected to be completed in 2022.

Temporary rental laws
The government put in place emergency rental
measures to protect Victorian tenants, landlords
and the rental market from the worst impacts of the
pandemic. These included temporary law changes to
prohibit notices to vacate and suspend rent increases.
This ensured the most vulnerable Victorians would not
be left homeless and reduced the financial burden for
those adversely impacted by the pandemic.

Residential Tenancies Dispute Resolution
Scheme
The Residential Tenancies Dispute Resolution Scheme
was a critical part of the COVID-19 emergency rental
measures. It helped more than 222,000 Victorians
with their residential tenancy concerns, with 94 per
cent of matters raised closed through the Consumer
Affairs Victoria contact centre and website portals
and an additional 5,853 matters closed through the
Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria. Nearly 73,000
agreements to reduce rent were lodged under the
scheme, with an average rent decrease of 23 per cent.

Implementation of the Residential
Tenancies Amendment Act 2018 reforms
After an extensive review and consultation process,
more than 130 reforms to Victoria’s rental laws
commenced on 29 March 2021. The new rent rules
came into effect immediately after the COVID-19
emergency rental measures finished, ensuring there
was no gap between the end of those measures and
the start of the new rental reforms. The new rent rules
create a fairer, safer system for all. The department
will continue to monitor the rental market and work
closely with the VCAT, stakeholders and the community
to ensure that both renters and rental providers feel
confident and secure in their rental arrangements now
and in the future.

Review of the Liquor Control Reform
Act 1998
The department has completed a review of the Liquor
Control Reform Act 1998 to ensure that it keeps pace
with modern liquor business practices. The final
phase of the review of Liquor Control Reform Act
1998 resulted in the introduction of the Liquor Control
Reform Amendment Bill 2021 to Victorian Parliament
in June 2021. The Bill, if passed, will amend the Liquor
Control Reform Act 1998 to introduce several important
reforms to strengthen harm minimisation measures,
reduce regulatory burden and red tape for industry
and provide flexibility to support licensees during a
future state of emergency.
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Additional initiatives and achievements aligned to
supporting priorities
Focusing on supporting priorities enables us to realise our policy and delivery priorities and ensure we are in
the best position to achieve our overall outcomes for the Victorian community. Status and progress updates on
additional initiatives and achievements aligned to the department’s Statement of Direction’s supporting priorities
during 2020–21 are outlined below.

Additional Corporate Plan 2019–23 initiatives aligned to
supporting priorities
Ensuring a workforce that is safe and confident
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Developing a
comprehensive
department-wide
workforce and
capability strategy

In Progress

The Board of Management has endorsed the department’s People Strategy
Action Plan for 2021 and associated delivery plans and governance framework.
Implementation of the Action and Delivery Plans is underway to ensure actions
are aligned to broader workforce transformation priorities.

Delivering evidence-based outcomes
Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Outcomes reform

In Progress

Support provided to business units across the department in developing
outcomes frameworks and the inclusion of outcomes in their strategic plans.
Capacity was strengthened for business units to include outcomes at the
outset of business planning and measure impact through evaluation.

Data reform

In Progress

Analytic policy support was provided across a wide range of departmental
initiatives, informing the development of new policies, reform strategies and
service design. Critical cross-government information sharing was increased
during the year to support the COVID-19 response. Development of key
departmental data assets continued, including the Justice Data Linkage
and the Criminal Justice Forecasting Model. This project has strengthened
analytical collaboration between departments, particularly across social
services.

Aboriginal data
sovereignty

In Progress

In consultation with community and key stakeholders the CSA finalised the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander data output strategy. On 24 September
2020 the CSA re-released Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander data, alleged
offenders data and, for the first time, released Aboriginal family incident data
on the website. These data are now included every quarter as part of the
Victorian crime data releases on the CSA website.

Departmental
planning framework

Completed

An integrated planning framework was developed to align all levels of business
planning to the Statement of Direction and support better collaboration and
consistency. It is now available to support the department’s corporate and
business planning.

Strategic evaluation
plan and framework

In Progress

A departmental plan was drafted to build evaluation capacity across the
department. Consultation was delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Centrally managed,
locally delivered
corporate services

In Progress

The department merged the Procurement Support Centre with the Finance
Invoice Management Team to create Shared Services function.

Driving productivity

A Central ICT category model was established in Procurement Services and
continues to be rolled out.
A New Procurement Policy and Process Review project has enabled purchase
from State Purchase Contracts to be supported centrally, whilst enabling the
business to deliver locally. The model will continue over the coming 12 months
for further improvements.
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Brief Initiative Title

Current Status

Update as at 30 June 2021

Organisational
transformation

In Progress

The department is continuing the process of organisational transformation
that will enable us to better meet the needs of the Victorian community.
Organisational reform is a key enabler to realising the department’s vision,
priorities and outcomes, as outlined in our Statement of Direction. While
the overall program was temporarily placed on hold due to the continued
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, planning work to finalise the program
continued and opportunities where program principles and practices were
incorporated into ongoing workforce prioritisation activities were identified
(e.g. efforts to increase workforce capability, capacity and flexibility in order
to respond to emerging priorities and in specific transformation activities in
groups and business units) with discrete changes to the composition of our
workforce and structures required as a result of changes in whole of Victorian
Government priorities (e.g. the stand-up of CQV).

Outcomes measurement

In Progress

The department continues to work across government to support whole of
Victorian Government outcomes reform. The forthcoming departmental
outcomes framework will provide consistency in the development of outcomes
measures to contribute to whole of Victorian Government strategies and
frameworks. To date Outcomes and Indicators have been endorsed. The
department is in the process of reviewing data to inform measurement.

Justice Asset and
Infrastructure Plan

In Progress

The Justice Asset and Infrastructure Plan is being developed to inform
government of asset and infrastructure priorities in the justice system.
The project was re-initiated in mid–2021 and includes consideration of new
strategies and reforms across the justice sector arising from COVID-19. Work
is progressing in consultation with portfolio stakeholders and will be completed
in 2021–22.

Strengthening justice
sector infrastructure
delivery

Completed

The Justice Infrastructure group, incorporating the Community Safety Building
Authority, was established on 1 July 2019. It plans, designs, procures, builds and
upgrades the justice infrastructure needed to keep communities safe and
to meet the needs of a growing Victoria, both now and into the future. Since
its establishment, the group has been responsible for delivering a project
portfolio of over $3 billion.

Key achievements in 2020–21
The key 2019–20 achievements associated with the
Statement of Direction’s supporting priorities are
outlined below.

COVID-19 Response – Critical business
and workforce mobility
Through 2020–21, the department’s response to
COVID-19 was supported by the Corporate and Human
Resources branches. This involved:
•
•

•

•

•

providing the necessary IT support for remote work
and for the CQV workforce
protecting the health, safety and wellbeing of all
employees through additional infection prevention
and control measures along with mental health
support
undertaking the central procurement and
distribution of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) to protect both the department’s workforce
and the community, including in prison and youth
justice settings
coordinating the Executive Crisis Management
Team that managed the department’s internal
response to the impacts of COVID-19 and providing
situational reports to executives and ministers on
portfolio impacts
supporting the appearance of the department’s
ministers and executives at the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee’s Inquiry into the Victorian
Government’s Response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Key Achievements/deliverables:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

over 5,000 employees were supported to transfer to
remote work
over 4,000 authorised worker permits were issued to
enable permitted employees to continue in essential
frontline roles such as Corrections and Youth Justice
the department completed the provision of the
laptop devices, telephony solutions and critical
collaboration tools started in 2019–20 to support
the staff who moved to remote working
a specialised standard operating environment
was specifically developed to support frontline
quarantine hotel staff and was deployed to over
200 assigned devices for Authorised Officers
a solution was established to provide access
to Australian telecommunication networks for
overseas returned travellers to enable effective
post-quarantine contract tracing access
an advanced call management and handling
service for critical contact centres was developed
identified and mobilised surge workforces to
support critical COVID-19 response roles included
in the SCC and filled close to 1,500 Residential
Support Officer roles for CQV
Procured over 1,500 litres of hand sanitiser,
5.2 million masks and 34,000 safety glasses,
471,000 coveralls and gowns and 12,000
thermometers since the pandemic began
supported 88 meetings of the Executive Crisis
Management Team in 2020 and prepared
176 detailed situation reports
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•

supported the attendance at three rounds of
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
hearings by the Attorney-General – Minister for
the Coordination of Justice Community Safety
and the Minister for Police and Emergency services
and key executive staff.

Public Sector response to COVID-19
A public-facing portal was developed and launched
to the CAV website to support the COVID-19 related
emergency measures announced by government in
2020. This enabled renters and landlords to register
their rental agreements to ensure fair and equitable
treatment of these agreements and rights in addition
to an escalation pathway for disputes to VCAT.

Royal Commission into Family Violence
Following recommendations from the Royal Commission
into Family Violence, a statewide, co-located Central
Information Point was established. The Central
Information Point facilitates controlled access to
information from key departmental systems, enabling
Family Safety Victoria custodians to provide accurate
information for practitioners within the Orange Door
Service. ‘The Orange Door’ website, hosted by Family
Safety Victoria, enables access to crisis care and
support for vulnerable Victorians.

Significantly reduced cyber
security threat
Over 400 legacy servers were carefully decommissioned
and over 35 applications have been remediated and
moved to supported operating systems, significantly
reducing the department’s cyber risk to mission-critical
services. Vulnerability Scanning of the department’s
public facing websites was implemented to proactively
mitigate vulnerabilities in the highly complex
technology landscape.

Communications Uplift
A new Prisoner Telephony System at maximum
security woman’s prison, Dame Phyllis Frost
Centre, was implemented as a pilot to expand the
Prisoner Telephony System across other custodial
facilities. To reduce the backlog in court hearings,
the department expanded capacity, capability and
support of TeleCourt for Corrections and Youth Justice,
including Court Services Victoria’s audio and visual
capabilities to facilitate virtual court sessions, thereby
reducing the risk of COVID-19 within custodial facilities
and saving transportation costs. Mobile services
were provided to support non-contact visits, mobile
TeleCourt and remote client support of communitybased offenders. Numerous Contact Centres were
consolidated into a single platform and remote working
capabilities were established allowing 34 Contact
Centres to deliver support services, including 15 new
centres. Operating cost savings of $0.750 million were
realised through reviewing bill payment, auditing
practices and reviewing contract works.
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Integrity Culture, Speak Up and
Information Security training
Integrity Culture completed 40 integrity education
sessions focused on respect in the workplace,
Conflicts of Interest, Gifts, Benefits and Hospitality,
and Speak-Up. These sessions were held with the
Adult Parole Board, leadership teams within all public
prisons (excluding the Melbourne Assessment Prison),
Langi Kal Kal prison, CQV General Managers and Site
Managers, Youth Justice Community and multiple
business units across the department.
Integrity and Investigations completed 40 training
sessions on Speaking up and Information Security to
employees across the Parkville and Malmsbury sites to
promote the department’s Information Security policy
and encourage employees to report improper conduct.

Asset Management Accountability Framework (AMAF)
maturity assessment
The following sections summarise the department’s
assessment of maturity against the requirements of
the Asset Management Accountability Framework
(AMAF). The AMAF is a non-prescriptive, devolved
accountability model of asset management that
requires compliance with 41 mandatory requirements.
These requirements can be found on the DTF website
(https://www.dtf.vic.gov.au/infrastructure-investment/
asset-management-accountability-framework).
Dependant on the respective requirement, the
Department’s target maturity ratings range from

‘competence’ to ‘optimising’. ‘Competence’ meaning
systems and processes are fully in place, consistently
applied and systematically meeting the AMAF
requirement, including a continuous improvement
process to expand system performance above AMAF
minimum requirements. ‘Optimising’ meaning systems
and processes are leading practice, exceeding
the AMAF mandatory requirement, and constantly
being improved to align with, support and drive
organisational objectives.
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Leadership and Accountability (requirements 1-19)
The department has met its target maturity levels
for some requirements within this category but is still
progressing towards its target maturity levels for most
requirements within this category. The department
has non-material compliance deficiencies in the
areas of resourcing and skills, governance, allocating
asset management responsibility, monitoring
asset performance, reporting to government and
evaluation of asset performance. The department
has no material compliance deficiencies within this
category. The department has plans in place, or in
progress, that are designed to increase maturity
ratings and achieve sustainable long-term compliance
against the requirements within this category. Plans
in progress include but are not limited to revision
of the department’s policy framework governing
operational asset management and maintenance; and
the tender of a new departmental Asset Maintenance
Services Contract which has been developed in
accordance with the AMAF’s mandatory requirements.

Planning (requirements 20-23)  
The department is progressing towards its target
maturity levels for the requirements within this
category. The department is compliant within this
category. The department has plans in place, or in
progress, that are designed to increase maturity
ratings against the requirements within this
category. Plans in progress include but are not limited
to the development of a new Departmental Strategic
Asset Management Plan, as part of the revision of the
department’s policy framework governing operational
asset management and maintenance.  

Acquisition (requirements 24 and 25)   
The department has met its target maturity levels
for the requirements within this category. The
department is compliant within this category.  

Operation (requirements 26-40)  
The department has met some of its target maturity
levels within this category but is still progressing
towards its target maturity levels for most
requirements within this category. The department
has non-material compliance deficiencies in the
areas of monitoring and preventative action and
information management. The department has plans
in place, or in progress, that are designed to increase
maturity ratings and achieve sustained long-term
compliance against the requirements within this
category. Plans in progress include but are not limited
to the establishment of a departmental computerised
maintenance management system to enhance the
department’s asset information and monitoring and
preventative action capabilities.

Disposal (requirement 41)  
The department has met its target maturity level
for the requirement within this category. The
department is compliant within this category.
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Five-year financial summary and review of
financial conditions
($ thousand)
2021

2020

2019 (ii)

2018

2017

Income from government (i)

10,453,907

8,332,983

7,573,700

6,837,664

6,054,737

Total income from transactions

10,604,849

8,457,357

7,718,448

6,957,167

6,166,460

Total expenses from transactions

(10,541,856)

(8,463,766)

(7,651,784)

(6,937,704)

(6,160,999)

Net result from transactions

62,993

(6,409)

66,664

19,463

5,461

Net result for the period

76,983

(18,780)

(25,878)

29,824

(1,543)

302,214

204,031

155,687

88,966

100,076

6,695,237

5,831,794

5,131,563

4,809,430

3,826,386

2,711,868

2,161,647

1,857,034

1,753,930

1,116,384

Net cash flow from operating activities
Total assets
Total liabilities
i.
ii.

Income from government includes both output and special appropriations.
The 2018–19 comparative figures have been restated to reflect the adoption of AASB 1059 Service concession arrangements: grantors.

Income from government and total income from
transactions increased in 2020–21 due to:
•

•

New and additional funding received for initiatives
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic such as the
Establishment of COVID-19 Quarantine Victoria,
High Risk Industries: Engagement and Enforcement
Operations, Corrections and Youth Justice
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Response, Addressing
COVID related delays across the justice system, and
Justice recovery.
New and additional funding received for the
WorkCover Scheme Premium Order, and other
initiatives such as the Fire Services Reform
Package, Technology and resources to support
Victoria’s fines system, Native Title implementation
team and settlement, Victoria Police Restorative
Engagement and Redress Scheme, Chisholm Road
prison project, and Men’s Prison System Capacity.

Total expenses from transactions increased in 2020–21
due to:
•

•

•

New and additional grant funding onpassed
to entities including WorkSafe Victoria for the
WorkCover Scheme Premium Order and Victoria
Police for their responses to the COVID-19
pandemic, Royal Commission into the Management
of Police Informants, and additional resources to
support operations.
Growth in the employee benefit expenses mainly
as a result of the additional staff employed for
the COVID-19 Mandatory Quarantine and other
COVID-19 initiatives as well as wage growth.
Additional supplies and services expenses for
the COVID-19 Mandatory Quarantine and other
COVID-19 initiatives, and for Bushfire Recovery
Victoria which transferred from DPC as result of a
machinery of government change on 1 July 2020.

Net result for the period increased in 2020–21 mainly
due to increased contributions received by the
Emergency Management Operational Communications
Program trust in 2020–21 which will be utilised in
subsequent years.
Total assets increased in 2020–21 mainly due to
additional expenditure on the Chisholm Road prison
and New Youth Justice facility (Cherry Creek) projects,
an increase in statutory receivables owed from the
Victorian State Government, and an increase in cash
held in trust.
Total liabilities increased in 2020–21 mainly due to
the new borrowings recognised for the Hopkins
Correctional Centre, an increase in the statutory
payables owed to other government agencies, and an
increase in the contractual payables from unearned
revenue in the Emergency Services Infrastructure
Authority Fund and from accrued expenditure for the
Chisholm Road prison and New Youth Justice facility
(Cherry Creek) projects.
Detailed financial information about the performance
of each of the department’s output activities is
contained in note 4 of the financial statements.
In general, delivery of services by the output activities
of the department were within defined budgetary
objectives. A comparison of budget and actual
financial statements is contained under Budget
Portfolio Outcomes in Appendix 2.
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Disclosure of grants and other transfers (other than
contributions by owners)
The department has provided assistance to certain companies and organisations. Financial assistance provided
in 2020–21 was as follows:
Organisation

($ thousand)

Ensuring Community Safety
Victoria Police

4,088,960

Local Councils

18,128

Community Support and Other Groups
Sub total

21,965
4,129,053

Reducing the Impact of Emergencies
Fire Rescue Victoria

854,894

Country Fire Authority

343,516

Emergency Services Telecommunications Authority

112,879

Victoria State Emergency Service Authority

64,647

Life Saving Victoria

16,543

Ambulance Victoria

13,666

Department of Health and Human Services

7,356

Local Councils

7,040

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)

6,282

NSW Telco Authority

4,941

Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions

3,310

Community Support and Other Groups

9,639

Sub total

1,444,713

Management of Prisoners and Offenders
Universities and TAFES

15,212

Department of Health and Human Services

1,403

Community Support and Other Groups

17,319

Sub total

33,934

Supervision of Children and Young People
Community Support and Other Groups

2,195

Sub total

2,195

A Fair and Accessible Justice System
Victoria Legal Aid
Office of Public Prosecutions

81,968

Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine

46,231

Sentencing Advisory Council
Community Support and Other Groups
Sub total
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249,012

Department of Justice and Community Safety

1,956
44,286
423,453

Organisation

($ thousand)

Protecting Victorians
Worksafe Victoria

550,000

Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission

8,851

Department of Health and Human Services

1,185

Community Support and Other Groups
Sub total

13,636
573,672

Fair Marketplace with Responsible Liquor and Gambling
Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation

40,009

Court Services Victoria

20,589

Victorian Responsible Gambling Foundation

4,585

Community Support and Other Groups

17,453

Sub total
Total

82,636
6,689,656
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